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THE TRUST AND THE FUND 
 
The Trust is an open-end management investment company organized as a Delaware statutory trust under the laws of 
the State of Delaware on February 15, 2005. The Trust currently consists of several other series of shares of beneficial 
interest. This SAI relates only to the Fund and not to the other series of the Trust. The Fund is classified as a diversified 
fund, which means it is subject to the diversification requirements under the Investment Company Act of 1940, as 
amended (the “1940 Act”). Under the 1940 Act, a diversified fund may not, with respect to 75% of its total assets, invest 
more than 5% of its total assets in the securities of one issuer (and in not more than 10% of the outstanding voting 
securities of an issuer), excluding cash, Government securities, and securities of other investment companies. The 
Fund’s classification as a diversified fund may only be changed with the approval of the Fund’s shareholders.  
 
The Trust is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) as an open-end management investment 
company. Such a registration does not involve supervision of the management or policies of the Fund. The Prospectus 
of the Fund and this SAI omit certain of the information contained in the Registration Statement filed with the SEC. 
Copies of such information may be obtained from the SEC upon payment of the prescribed fee. 
 

INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, POLICIES AND RISKS 
 
The discussion below supplements information contained in the Fund’s Prospectus pertaining to the investment policies 
of the Fund. 
 
PRINCIPAL INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, POLICIES AND RISKS 
 
MARKET CONDITIONS 
 
Events in certain sectors historically have resulted and may in the future result, in an unusually high degree of volatility 
in the financial markets both domestic and foreign. These events have included, but are not limited to: bankruptcies, 
corporate restructurings, and other events related to the sub-prime mortgage crisis in 2008; governmental efforts to 
limit short selling and high frequency trading; measures to address U.S. federal and state budget deficits; social, political, 
and economic instability in Europe; economic stimulus by the Japanese central bank; steep declines in oil prices; 
dramatic changes in currency exchange rates; China’s economic slowdown; circumstances such as pandemics or 
epidemics in one or more countries or regions; and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. Interconnected global economies and 
financial markets increase the possibility that conditions in one country or region might adversely impact issuers in a 
different country or region. Such events may cause significant declines in the values and liquidity of many securities and 
other instruments. It is impossible to predict whether such conditions will recur. Because such situations may be 
widespread, it may be difficult to identify both risks and opportunities using past models of the interplay of market 
forces, or to predict the duration of such events. 
 
An outbreak of an infectious respiratory illness caused by a novel coronavirus known as COVID-19 was first detected 
in China in December 2019 and then was detected globally. This coronavirus has resulted in certain travel restrictions, 
closed international borders, enhanced health screenings at ports of entry and elsewhere, disruption of and delays in 
healthcare service preparation and delivery, prolonged quarantines, cancellations, supply chain disruptions, and lower 
consumer demand, as well as general concern and uncertainty. The impact of COVID-19, and other infectious illness 
outbreaks that may arise in the future, could adversely affect the economies of many nations or the entire global 
economy, individual issuers and capital markets in ways that cannot necessarily be foreseen. In addition, the impact of 
infectious illnesses in emerging market countries may be greater due to generally less established healthcare systems. 
Public health crises caused by the COVID-19 outbreak may exacerbate other pre-existing political, social and economic 
risks in certain countries or globally. The duration of the COVID-19 outbreak and its effects cannot be determined with 
certainty. 
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EQUITY SECURITIES 
 
Common Stock 
 
The Fund may invest in common stock. Common stock represents an equity (ownership) interest in a company, and 
usually possesses voting rights and earns dividends. Dividends on common stock are not fixed but are declared at the 
discretion of the issuer. Common stock generally represents the riskiest investment in a company. In addition, common 
stock generally has the greatest appreciation and depreciation potential because increases and decreases in earnings are 
usually reflected in a company’s stock price. 
 
The fundamental risk of investing in common stock is that the value of the stock might decrease. Stock values fluctuate 
in response to the activities of an individual company or in response to general market and/or economic conditions. 
While common stocks have historically provided greater long-term returns than preferred stocks, fixed-income and 
money market investments, common stocks have also experienced significantly more volatility than the returns from 
those other investments. 
 
Small-Cap Stocks 
 
The Fund may invest in stock of companies with market capitalizations that are small compared to other publicly traded 
companies. Investments in larger companies present certain advantages in that such companies generally have greater 
financial resources, more extensive research and development, manufacturing, marketing and service capabilities, and 
more stability and greater depth of management and personnel. Investments in smaller, less seasoned companies may 
present greater opportunities for growth but also may involve greater risks than customarily are associated with more 
established companies. The securities of smaller companies may be subject to more abrupt or erratic market movements 
than larger, more established companies. These companies may have limited product lines, markets or financial 
resources, or they may be dependent upon a limited management group. Their securities may be traded in the over-the-
counter market or on a regional exchange, or may otherwise have limited liquidity. As a result of owning large positions 
in this type of security, the Fund is subject to the additional risk of possibly having to sell portfolio securities at 
disadvantageous times and prices if redemptions require the Fund to liquidate its securities positions. In addition, it may 
be prudent for the Fund, as its asset size grows, to limit the number of relatively small positions it holds in securities 
having limited liquidity in order to minimize its exposure to such risks, to minimize transaction costs, and to maximize 
the benefits of research. As a consequence, as the Fund’s asset size increases, the Fund may reduce its exposure to 
illiquid small capitalization securities, which could adversely affect performance. 
 
EXCHANGE-TRADED FUNDS (“ETFS”) 
 
The Fund may invest in ETFs. ETFs are pooled investment vehicles that generally seek to track the performance of 
specific indices. ETFs may be organized as open-end funds or as unit investment trusts (“UITs”). Their shares are listed 
on stock exchanges and can be traded throughout the day at market-determined prices. 
 
An ETF generally issues index-based investments in large aggregations of shares known as “Creation Units” in exchange 
for a “Portfolio Deposit” consisting of (a) a portfolio of securities designated by the ETF, (b) a cash payment equal to 
a pro rata portion of the dividends accrued on the ETF’s portfolio securities since the last dividend payment by the 
ETF, net of expenses and liabilities, and (c) a cash payment or credit (“Balancing Amount”) designed to equalize the 
net asset value of the shares and the net asset value of a Portfolio Deposit. 
 
Shares of ETFs are not individually redeemable, except upon the reorganization, merger, conversion or liquidation of 
the ETF. To redeem shares of an ETF, an investor must accumulate enough shares of the ETF to reconstitute a Creation 
Unit. The liquidity of small holdings of ETF shares, therefore, will depend upon the existence of a secondary market 
for such shares. Upon redemption of a Creation Unit, the investor will receive securities designated by the ETF 
(“Redemption Securities”) and a cash payment in an amount equal to the difference between the net asset value of the 
shares being redeemed and the net asset value of the Redemption Securities. 
 
The price of ETF shares is based upon (but not necessarily identical to) the value of the securities held by the ETF. 
Accordingly, the level of risk involved in the purchase or sale of ETF shares is similar to the risk involved in the purchase 
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or sale of traditional common stock, with the exception that the pricing mechanism for ETF shares is based on a basket 
of stocks. Disruptions in the markets for the securities underlying ETF shares purchased or sold by the Fund could 
result in losses on such shares. There is no assurance that the requirements of the national securities exchanges necessary 
to maintain the listing of shares of any ETF will continue to be met. 
 
OTHER INVESTMENT STRATEGIES, POLICIES AND RISKS 
 
MID-CAP STOCKS 
 
The Fund may also invest in stocks of companies with medium market capitalizations (i.e., mid-cap companies). Such 
investments share some of the risk characteristics of investments in stocks of companies with small market 
capitalizations described above, although mid cap companies tend to have longer operating histories, broader product 
lines and greater financial resources and their stocks tend to be more liquid and less volatile than those of smaller 
capitalization issuers. 
 
INVESTMENT COMPANY SECURITIES 
 
The Fund may invest in shares of other investment companies (each, an “Underlying Fund”), including open-end funds, 
closed-end funds, UITs and ETFs, to the extent permitted by applicable law and subject to certain restrictions set forth 
in this SAI. 
 
Under Section 12(d)(1)(A) of the 1940 Act, the Fund may acquire securities of an Underlying Fund in amounts which, 
as determined immediately after the acquisition is made, do not exceed (i) 3% of the total outstanding voting stock of 
such Underlying Fund, (ii) 5% of the value of the Fund’s total assets and (iii) 10% of the value of the Fund’s total assets 
when combined with all other Underlying Fund securities held by the Fund. The Fund may exceed these statutory limits 
when permitted by SEC order or other applicable law or regulatory guidance, such as is the case with many ETFs. In 
October 2020, the SEC adopted certain regulatory changes and took other actions related to the ability of an investment 
company to invest in the securities of another investment company. These changes include, in part, the rescission of 
certain SEC exemptive orders permitting investments in excess of the statutory limits the withdrawal of certain related 
SEC staff no-action letters, and the adoption of Rule 12d1-4 under the 1940 Act, which permits the Fund to invest in 
other investment companies beyond the statutory limits, subject to certain conditions. Rule 12d1-4, among other things, 
(1) applies to both “acquired funds” and “acquiring funds,” each as defined under the rule; (2) includes limits on control 
and voting of acquired funds’ shares; (3) requires that the investment advisers of acquired funds and acquiring funds 
relying on the rule make certain specified findings based on their evaluation of the relevant fund of funds structure; (4) 
requires acquired funds and acquiring funds that are relying on the rule, and which do not have the same investment 
adviser, to enter into fund of funds investment agreements, which must include specific terms; and (5) includes certain 
limits on complex fund of funds structures. 
 
Generally, under Sections 12(d)(1)(F) and 12(d)(1)(G) of the 1940 Act and SEC rules adopted pursuant to the 1940 Act, 
the Fund may acquire the securities of affiliated and unaffiliated Underlying Funds subject to the following guidelines 
and restrictions: 
 

• The Fund may own an unlimited amount of the securities of any registered open-end fund or registered UIT 
that is affiliated with the Fund, so long as any such Underlying Fund has a policy that prohibits it from acquiring 
any securities of registered open-end funds or registered UITs in reliance on certain sections of the 1940 Act. 

   
• The Fund and its “affiliated persons” may own up to 3% of the outstanding stock of any fund, subject to the 

following restrictions: 
   

• the Fund and each Underlying Fund, in the aggregate, may not charge a sales load greater than the limits 
set forth in Rule 2830(d)(3) of the Conduct Rules of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority 
(“FINRA”) applicable to funds of funds; 

 
• each Underlying Fund is not obligated to redeem more than 1% of its total outstanding securities during 

any period less than 30 days; and 
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• the Fund is obligated either to (i) seek instructions from its shareholders with regard to the voting of all 

proxies with respect to the Underlying Fund and to vote in accordance with such instructions, or (ii) to 
vote the shares of the Underlying Fund held by the Fund in the same proportion as the vote of all other 
shareholders of the Underlying Fund. 

 
Underlying Funds typically incur fees that are separate from those fees incurred directly by the Fund. The Fund’s 
purchase of such investment company securities results in the layering of expenses as Fund shareholders would 
indirectly bear a proportionate share of the operating expenses of such investment companies, including advisory fees, 
in addition to paying Fund expenses. In addition, the securities of other investment companies may also be leveraged 
and will therefore be subject to certain leverage risks. The net asset value and market value of leveraged securities will 
be more volatile and the yield to shareholders will tend to fluctuate more than the yield generated by unleveraged 
securities. Investment companies may have investment policies that differ from those of the Fund. 
 
Under certain circumstances an open-end investment company in which the Fund invests may determine to make 
payment of a redemption by the Fund wholly or in part by a distribution in kind of securities from its portfolio, instead 
of in cash. As a result, the Fund may hold such securities until the Advisor determines it is appropriate to dispose of 
them. Such disposition will impose additional costs on the Fund. 
 
Investment decisions by the investment advisors to the registered investment companies in which the Fund invests are 
made independently of the Fund. At any particular time, one Underlying Fund may be purchasing shares of an issuer 
whose shares are being sold by another Underlying Fund. As a result, under these circumstances the Fund indirectly 
would incur certain transactional costs without accomplishing any investment purpose. 
 
ILLIQUID AND RESTRICTED SECURITIES 
   
The Fund may invest up to 15% of its net assets in illiquid securities. Illiquid securities are securities that the Fund 
reasonably expects cannot be sold or disposed of in current market conditions in seven calendar days or less without 
the sale or disposition significantly changing the market value of the securities. Illiquid securities may be difficult to 
value, and the Fund may have difficulty or be unable to dispose of such securities promptly or at reasonable prices. 
 
The Fund may invest in restricted securities. Restricted securities are securities that may not be sold freely to the public 
absent registration under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “1933 Act”), or an exemption from registration. 
While restricted securities are generally presumed to be illiquid, it may be determined that a particular restricted security 
is liquid. Rule 144A under the 1933 Act establishes a safe harbor from the registration requirements of the 1933 Act for 
resales of certain securities to qualified institutional buyers. Institutional markets for restricted securities sold pursuant 
to Rule 144A in many cases provide both readily ascertainable values for restricted securities and the ability to liquidate 
an investment to satisfy share redemption orders. Such markets might include automated systems for the trading, 
clearance and settlement of unregistered securities of domestic and foreign issuers, such as the PORTAL System 
sponsored by the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotation (“NASDAQ”). An insufficient 
number of qualified buyers interested in purchasing Rule 144A eligible restricted securities, however, could adversely 
affect the marketability of such portfolio securities and result in the Fund’s inability to dispose of such securities 
promptly or at favorable prices. 
 
The Fund may purchase commercial paper issued pursuant to Section 4(a)(2) of the 1933 Act. 4(a)(2) commercial paper 
typically has the same price and liquidity characteristics as commercial paper, except that the resale of 4(a)(2) commercial 
paper is limited to the institutional investor marketplace. Such a restriction on resale makes 4(a)(2) commercial paper 
technically a restricted security under the 1933 Act. In practice, however, 4(a)(2) commercial paper can be resold as 
easily as any other unrestricted security held by the Fund.  
 
Rule 22e-4 under the 1940 Act requires, among other things, that the Fund establish a liquidity risk management 
program (“LRMP”) that is reasonably designed to assess and manage liquidity risk. Rule 22e-4 defines “liquidity risk” 
as the risk that a fund could not meet requests to redeem shares issued by the fund without significant dilution of the 
remaining investors’ interests in the fund. The Fund has implemented a LRMP to meet the relevant requirements. 
Additionally, the Board, including a majority of the Independent Trustees, approved the designation of the Advisor as 
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the Fund’s LRMP administrator to administer such program, and will review no less frequently than annually a written 
report prepared by the Advisor that addresses the operation of the LRMP and assesses its adequacy and effectiveness 
of implementation. Among other things, the LRMP provides for the classification of each Fund investment as a “highly 
liquid investment,” “moderately liquid investment,” “less liquid investment” or “illiquid investment.” The liquidity risk 
classifications of the Fund’s investments are determined after reasonable inquiry and taking into account relevant 
market, trading and investment-specific considerations. To the extent that a Fund investment is deemed to be an 
“illiquid investment” or a “less liquid investment,” the Fund can expect to be exposed to greater liquidity risk. There is 
no guarantee the LRMP will be effective in its operations, and complying with Rule 22e-4, including bearing related 
costs, could impact the Fund’s performance and its ability to seek its investment objective. 
 
The Fund will not purchase illiquid securities if, as a result of the purchase, more than 15% of the Fund’s net assets are 
invested in such securities. If at any time a portfolio manager and/or the Advisor determines that the value of illiquid 
securities held by the Fund exceeds 15% of the Fund’s net assets, the Fund’s portfolio managers and the Advisor will 
take such steps as they consider appropriate to reduce the percentage as soon as reasonably practicable. 
 
TEMPORARY INVESTMENTS 
 
The Fund may take temporary defensive measures that are inconsistent with the Fund’s normal fundamental or non-
fundamental investment policies and strategies in response to adverse market, economic, political, or other conditions 
as determined by the Advisor. Such measures could include, but are not limited to, investments in (1) highly liquid short-
term fixed income securities issued by or on behalf of municipal or corporate issuers, obligations of the U.S. government 
and its agencies, commercial paper, and bank certificates of deposit; (2) repurchase agreements involving any such 
securities; and (3) other money market instruments. The Fund also may invest in shares of money market mutual funds 
to the extent permitted under applicable law. Money market mutual funds are investment companies, and the 
investments in those companies by the Fund are in some cases subject to certain fundamental investment restrictions. 
As a shareholder in a mutual fund, the Fund will bear its ratable share of its expenses, including management fees, and 
will remain subject to payment of the fees to the Advisor, with respect to assets so invested. The Fund may not achieve 
its investment objectives during temporary defensive periods. 
 
Short-Term Investments 
 
The Fund may invest in any of the following securities and instruments: 
 
Certificates of Deposit, Bankers’ Acceptances and Time Deposits. The Fund may acquire certificates of deposit, 
bankers’ acceptances and time deposits in U.S. dollar or foreign currencies. Certificates of deposit are negotiable 
certificates issued against monies deposited in a commercial bank, or savings and loan association for a definite period 
of time that earn a specified return. Bankers’ acceptances are negotiable drafts or bills of exchange, normally drawn by 
an importer or exporter to pay for specific merchandise, which are “accepted” by a bank, meaning in effect that the 
bank unconditionally agrees to pay the face value of the instrument on maturity. Time deposits are non-negotiable 
deposits maintained at a banking institution for a specified period of time at a specified interest rate. The Fund may 
only acquire certificates of deposit, bankers’ acceptances, and time deposits issued by commercial banks or savings and 
loan associations that, at the time of the Fund’s investment, have capital, surplus and undivided profits in excess of $100 
million (including assets of both domestic and foreign branches), based on latest published reports, or less than $100 
million if the principal amount of such obligations are fully insured by the U.S. government. If the Fund holds 
instruments of foreign banks or financial institutions, it may be subject to additional investment risks that are different 
in some respects from those incurred if the Fund invests only in debt obligations of U.S. domestic issuers. Such risks 
include future political and economic developments, the possible imposition of withholding taxes by the particular 
country in which the issuer is located, the possible confiscation or nationalization of foreign deposits, the possible 
establishment of exchange controls, or the adoption of other foreign governmental restrictions which may adversely 
affect the payment of principal and interest on these securities. 
 
Domestic banks and foreign banks are subject to different governmental regulations with respect to the amount and 
types of loans that may be made and interest rates that may be charged. In addition, the profitability of the banking 
industry depends largely upon the availability and cost of funds and the interest income generated from lending 
operations. General economic conditions and the quality of loan portfolios affect the banking industry. 
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As a result of federal and state laws and regulations, domestic banks are required to maintain specified levels of reserves, 
are limited in the amount that they can loan to a single borrower, and are subject to regulations designed to promote 
financial soundness. However, such laws and regulations may not necessarily apply to foreign banks, thereby affecting 
the risk involved in bank obligations that the Fund may acquire. 
 
Commercial Paper, Short-Term Notes and Other Corporate Obligations. The Fund may invest a portion of its 
assets in commercial paper and short-term notes. Commercial paper consists of unsecured promissory notes issued by 
corporations. Issues of commercial paper and short-term notes will normally have maturities of less than nine months 
and fixed rates of return, although such instruments may have maturities of up to one year. 
 
The Fund’s investment in commercial paper and short-term notes will consist of issues rated at the time of purchase 
“A-2” or higher by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Group (“S&P”), “Prime-1” or “Prime-2” by Moody’s Investors Service, 
Inc. (“Moody’s”), or similarly rated by another nationally recognized statistical rating organization or, if unrated, will be 
determined by the Advisor to be of comparable quality. These rating symbols are described in Appendix A. 
 
Corporate debt obligations are subject to the risk of an issuer’s inability to meet principal and interest payments on the 
obligations, i.e., credit risk. The Advisor may actively expose the Fund to credit risk. However, there can be no guarantee 
that the Advisor will be successful in making the right selections and thus fully mitigate the impact of credit risk changes 
on the Fund. 
 
REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS 
 
The Fund may enter into repurchase agreements with respect to its portfolio securities. Pursuant to such agreements, 
the Fund acquires securities from financial institutions such as banks and broker-dealers deemed to be creditworthy by 
the Advisor, subject to the seller’s agreement to repurchase and the Fund’s agreement to resell such securities at a 
mutually agreed upon date and price. The repurchase price generally equals the price paid by the Fund plus interest 
negotiated on the basis of current short-term rates (which may be more or less than the rate on the underlying portfolio 
security). Securities subject to repurchase agreements will be held by the custodian or in the Federal Reserve/Treasury 
Book-Entry System or an equivalent foreign system. The seller under a repurchase agreement will be required to 
maintain the value of the underlying securities at not less than 102% of the repurchase price under the agreement. If 
the seller defaults on its repurchase obligation, the Fund will suffer a loss to the extent that the proceeds from a sale of 
the underlying securities are less than the repurchase price under the agreement. Bankruptcy or insolvency of such a 
defaulting seller may cause the Fund’s rights with respect to such securities to be delayed or limited. Repurchase 
agreements are considered to be loans under the 1940 Act. 
 
GOVERNMENT OBLIGATIONS 
 
The Fund may invest in U.S. government obligations. Such obligations include Treasury bills, certificates of 
indebtedness, notes and bonds. U.S. government obligations include securities issued or guaranteed as to principal and 
interest by the U.S. government, its agencies or instrumentalities. Treasury bills, the most frequently issued marketable 
government securities, have a maturity of up to one year and are issued on a discount basis. U.S. government obligations 
include securities issued or guaranteed by government-sponsored enterprises. 
 
Payment of principal and interest on U.S. government obligations may be backed by the full faith and credit of the 
United States or may be backed solely by the issuing or guaranteeing agency or instrumentality itself. In the latter case, 
the investor must look principally to the agency or instrumentality issuing or guaranteeing the obligation for ultimate 
repayment, which agency or instrumentality may be privately owned. There can be no assurance that the U.S. 
government would provide financial support to its agencies or instrumentalities, including government-sponsored 
enterprises, where it is not obligated to do so. In addition, U.S. government obligations are subject to fluctuations in 
market value due to fluctuations in market interest rates. As a general matter, the value of debt instruments, including 
U.S. government obligations, declines when market interest rates increase and rises when market interest rates decrease. 
Certain types of U.S. government obligations are subject to fluctuations in yield or value due to their structure or contract 
terms. 
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CYBERSECURITY RISK 
 
Investment companies, such as the Fund, and its service providers may be subject to operational and information 
security risks resulting from cyber attacks. Cyber attacks include, among other behaviors, stealing or corrupting data 
maintained online or digitally, denial of service attacks on websites, the unauthorized release of confidential information 
or various other forms of cybersecurity breaches. Cyber attacks affecting the Fund or the Advisor, the Fund’s custodian 
or transfer agent, or intermediaries or other third-party service providers may adversely impact the Fund. For instance, 
cyber attacks may interfere with the processing of shareholder transactions, impact the Fund’s ability to calculate its net 
asset value, cause the release of private shareholder information or confidential company information, impede trading, 
subject the Fund to regulatory fines or financial losses, and cause reputational damage. The Fund may also incur 
additional costs for cybersecurity risk management purposes. While the Fund and its service providers have established 
business continuity plans and risk management systems designed to prevent or reduce the impact of cybersecurity 
attacks, such plans and systems have inherent limitations due in part to the ever-changing nature of technology and 
cybersecurity attack tactics, and there is a possibility that certain risks have not been adequately identified or prepared 
for. Furthermore, the Fund cannot control any cybersecurity plans or systems implemented by its service providers. 
 
Similar types of cybersecurity risks are also present for issuers of securities in which the Fund invests, which could result 
in material adverse consequences for such issuers, and may cause the Fund’s investment in such portfolio companies to 
lose value. 
 
INVESTMENT RESTRICTIONS 
 
The Fund has adopted the following restrictions as fundamental policies, which may not be changed without the 
favorable “vote of the holders of a majority of the outstanding voting securities of the Fund” as defined in the 1940 
Act. Under the 1940 Act, the “vote of the holders of a majority of the outstanding voting securities” of the Fund means 
the vote of the holders of the lesser of (i) 67% of the shares of the Fund represented at a meeting at which the holders 
of more than 50% of its outstanding shares are represented or (ii) more than 50% of the outstanding shares of the Fund. 
The Fund’s investment objective is a non-fundamental policy and may be changed without shareholder approval. 
 
The Fund may not: 
 
1. Issue senior securities, borrow money or pledge its assets, except that (i) the Fund may borrow from banks in 

amounts not exceeding one-third of its net assets (including the amount borrowed); and (ii) this restriction shall 
not prohibit the Fund from engaging in options transactions or short sales and in investing in financial futures 
and reverse repurchase agreements; 

 
2. Act as underwriter, except to the extent the Fund may be deemed to be an underwriter in connection with the 

sale of securities in its investment portfolio; 
 
3. Invest 25% or more of its total assets, calculated at the time of purchase, in any one industry (other than 

securities issued by the U.S. Government, its agencies or instrumentalities); 
 
4. Purchase or sell real estate or interests in real estate or real estate limited partnerships (although the Fund may 

purchase and sell securities which are secured by real estate and securities of companies which invest or deal in 
real estate, such as real estate investment trusts (REITs)); 

 
5. Make loans of money, except (a) for purchases of debt securities consistent with the investment policies of the 

Fund, (b) by engaging in repurchase agreements, or (c) through the loan of portfolio securities in an amount 
up to 33 1/3% of the Fund’s net assets; or 

 
6. Purchase or sell commodities or commodity futures contracts (although the Fund may invest in financial futures 

and in companies involved in the production, extraction, or processing of agricultural, energy, base metals, 
precious metals, and other commodity-related products). 
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The Fund observes the following restriction as a matter of operating but not fundamental policy, pursuant to positions 
taken by federal regulatory authorities: 
 

The Fund may not invest, in the aggregate, more than 15% of its net assets in securities that the Fund reasonably 
expects cannot be sold or disposed of in current market conditions in seven calendar days or less without the 
sale or disposition significantly changing the market value of the securities. 

 
Except with respect to borrowing, if a percentage or rating restriction on investment or use of assets set forth herein or 
in the Prospectus is adhered to at the time a transaction is effected, later changes in percentage resulting from any cause 
other than actions by the Fund will not be considered a violation. 
   

MANAGEMENT OF THE FUND 
 
Trustees and Officers 
 
The overall management of the business and affairs of the Trust is vested with its Board of Trustees. The Board 
approves all significant agreements between the Trust and persons or companies furnishing services to it, including the 
agreements with the Advisor, co-administrators, distributor, custodian and transfer agent. The day-to-day operations of 
the Trust are delegated to its officers, except that the Advisor is responsible for making day-to-day investment decisions 
in accordance with the Fund’s investment objective, strategies, and policies, all of which are subject to general 
supervision by the Board. 
 
The Trustees and officers of the Trust, their years of birth and positions with the Trust, term of office with the Trust 
and length of time served, their business addresses and principal occupations during the past five years and other 
directorships held during the past five years are listed in the table below. Unless noted otherwise, each person has held 
the position listed for a minimum of five years. Charles H. Miller, Ashley Toomey Rabun, and William H. Young are all 
of the Trustees who are not “interested persons” of the Trust, as that term is defined in the 1940 Act (collectively, the 
“Independent Trustees”). 
 

Name, Address,  
Year of Birth and 
Position(s) held  
with Trust 

 Term of 
Officec and 
Length of 
Time Served 

 Principal Occupation During the Past 
Five Years and Other Affiliations 

Number of 
Portfolios in   

the Fund 
Complex 

Overseen by 
Trusteed 

Other 
Directorships  

Held by 
Trustee e 

“Independent” Trustees:          

Charles H. Miller a 
(born 1947) 
Trustee 

Since  
November  
2007 

Retired (2013 – present); Executive Vice 
President, Client Management and 
Development, Access Data, a Broadridge 
company, a provider of technology and 
services to asset management firms (1997 – 
2012). 

1 None. 

Ashley Toomey Rabun a  
(born 1952) 
Trustee and Chairperson of 
the Board 

Since  
November 
2007 

Retired (2016 – present);  President and 
Founder, InvestorReach, Inc., a financial 
services consulting firm (1996 – 2015). 

1  
Select Sector 

SPDR Trust, a 
registered 

investment 
company 

(includes 11 
portfolios). 

William H. Young a 
(born 1950) 
Trustee 

Since  
November  
2007 

Retired (2014 – present); Independent 
financial services consultant (1996 – 2014); 
Interim CEO, Unified Fund Services Inc. 
(now Huntington Fund Services), a mutual 
fund service provider (2003 – 2006); Senior 

1 None. 
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Name, Address,  
Year of Birth and 
Position(s) held  
with Trust 

 Term of 
Officec and 
Length of 
Time Served 

 Principal Occupation During the Past 
Five Years and Other Affiliations 

Number of 
Portfolios in   

the Fund 
Complex 

Overseen by 
Trusteed 

Other 
Directorships  

Held by 
Trustee e 

Vice President, Oppenheimer Management 
Company (1983 – 1996); Chairman, NICSA, 
an investment management trade association 
(1993 – 1996). 

Interested Trustees:          

John P. Zader a* 
(born 1961) 
Trustee 

Since  
November  
2007 

Retired (June 2014 – present); CEO, UMB 
Fund Services, Inc., a mutual fund and hedge 
fund service provider, and the transfer agent, 
fund accountant, and co-administrator for 
the Fund (December 2006 – June 2014); 
President, Investment Managers Series Trust 
(December 2007 – June 2014). 

1 Investment 
Managers Series 

Trust II, a 
registered 

investment 
company 

(includes 56 
portfolios)  

 

Maureen Quill a** 
(born 1963) 
Trustee and President 
 
 

Since June 
2019 
 
 

President, Investment Managers Series Trust 
(June 2014 – present); EVP/Executive 
Director Registered Funds (January 2018 – 
present), Chief Operating Officer (June 2014 
– January 2018), and Executive Vice 
President (January 2007 – June 2014), UMB 
Fund Services, Inc.; President, UMB 
Distribution Services (March 2013 – 
December 2020); Vice President, Investment 
Managers Series Trust (December 2013 – 
June 2014). 

1  None. 

 

Name, Address,  
Year of Birth and 
Position(s) held 
 with Trust 

Term of 
Officec and 
Length of  
Time Served 

Principal Occupation During the Past 
Five Years and Other Affiliations 

Number of  
Portfolios in  

the Fund  
Complex 

Overseen by  
Trusteed 

Other  
Directorships  

Held by  
Trustee  

Officers of the Trust:       

Rita Dam b 
(born 1966) 
Treasurer and Assistant 
Secretary 

Since  
December  
2007 

Co-Chief Executive Officer (2016 – present), 
and Vice President (2006 – 2015), Mutual 
Fund Administration, LLC.; Co-President, 
Foothill Capital Management, LLC, a 
registered investment advisor (2018 – 
present) 

N/A N/A 

Joy Ausili b 
(born 1966) 
Vice President, Assistant 
Secretary and Assistant 
Treasurer 

Since  
March  
2016 

Co-Chief Executive Officer (2016 – present), 
and Vice President (2006 – 2015), Mutual 
Fund Administration, LLC; Co-President, 
Foothill Capital Management, LLC, a 
registered investment advisor (2018 – 
present); Secretary and Assistant Treasurer, 
Investment Managers Series Trust 
(December 2007 – March 2016).  

N/A N/A 

Diane Drake b 
(born 1967) 

Since  
March  

Senior Counsel, Mutual Fund 
Administration, LLC (October 2015 – 

N/A N/A 
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Secretary 2016 present); Chief Compliance Officer, Foothill 
Capital Management, LLC, a registered 
investment advisor (2018 – 2019).   

Martin Dziura b 
(born 1959) 
Chief Compliance Officer 

Since 
June  
2014 

Principal, Dziura Compliance Consulting, 
LLC (October 2014 – present); Managing 
Director, Cipperman Compliance Services 
(2010 – September 2014); Chief Compliance 
Officer, Hanlon Investment Management 
(2009 – 2010); Vice President − Compliance, 
Morgan Stanley Investment Management 
(2000 − 2009). 

N/A N/A 

   
a Address for certain Trustees and certain officers: 235 West Galena Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212. 
b Address for Ms. Ausili, Ms. Dam and Ms. Drake: 2220 E. Route 66, Suite 226, Glendora, California 91740. Address for Mr. 

Dziura: 309 Woodridge Lane, Media, Pennsylvania 19063. 
c Trustees and officers serve until their successors have been duly elected. 
d The Trust is comprised of 53 series managed by unaffiliated investment advisors.  Each Trustee serves as Trustee of each 

series of the Trust. The term “Fund Complex” applies only to series managed by the same investment advisor. The Fund 
does not hold itself out as related to any other series within the Trust, for purposes of investment and investor services, nor 
does it share the same investment advisor with any other series. 

e “Other Directorships Held” includes only directorships of companies required to register or file reports with the SEC under 
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (that is, “public companies”), or other investment companies registered 
under the 1940 Act. 

* Mr. Zader is an “interested person” of the Trust by virtue of the employment of a member of his immediate family with an 
investment advisor to certain series of the Trust. 

**    Ms. Quill is an “interested person” of the Trust by virtue of her position with UMB Fund Services, Inc. 
 
Effective June 16, 2022, Eric M. Banhazl, who served as a Trustee of the Trust from January 2008 to June 14, 2022, is 
serving as a Trustee Emeritus of the Trust. As a Trustee Emeritus, Mr. Banhazl may attend the meetings of the Board 
of Trustees or any of its committees, but has no duties, powers, or responsibilities with respect to the Trust. 
 
Compensation  
 
Each Independent Trustee and Mr. Zader receives a quarterly retainer of $35,000, $4,000 for each special in-person 
meeting attended, or any special meeting attended by videoconference or teleconference in lieu of in-person attendance 
in accordance with SEC exemptive relief, and $1,500 for any special meeting attended by teleconference or 
videoconference at which action is taken and/or materials are prepared for review. In addition, Ms. Rabun receives an 
additional annual retainer of $25,000 for serving as Chairperson of the Board; Mr. Young receives an additional annual 
retainer of $10,000 for serving as Audit Committee Chair; and Mr. Miller receives additional annual retainers of $10,000 
for serving as Chair of the Nominating, Governance and Regulatory Review Committee. The Trust has no pension or 
retirement plan.  
 
The Trustees may elect to defer payment of their compensation from the Fund pursuant to the Trust’s non-qualified 
Deferred Compensation Plan for Trustees which permits the Trustees to defer receipt of all or part of their 
compensation from the Trust.  Amounts deferred are deemed invested in shares of one or more series of the Trust, as 
selected by the Trustee from time to time.  A Trustee’s deferred compensation account will be paid in cash at such times 
as elected by the Trustee, subject to certain mandatory payment provisions in the Deferred Compensation Plan. Deferral 
and payment elections under the Deferred Compensation Plan are subject to strict requirements for modification.   
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Name of Person/Position 

Aggregate  
Compensation  

From the 
Fund1,3 

Pension or  
Retirement  

Benefits 
Accrued 

  as Part of 
Fund’s  

Expenses 

Estimated  
Annual 
Benefits  

Upon  
Retirement 

Total  
Compensation  
from Fund and 
Fund Complex 

Paid to  
Trustees1,2,3 

Charles H. Miller, Independent Trustee, 
Nominating, Governance and Regulatory 
Review Committee Chair 

$1,525 None None $1,525 

Ashley Toomey Rabun, Independent Trustee 
and Chairperson $1,688 None None $1,688 

William H. Young, Independent Trustee and 
Audit Committee Chair $1,525 None None $1,525 

John P. Zader, Interested Trustee  $1,525 None None $1,525 
   
1 For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022. 
2 There are currently numerous portfolios comprising the Trust.  The term “Fund Complex” applies only to the series 

managed by the same investment advisor. The Fund does not hold itself out as related to any other series within 
the Trust, for purposes of investment or investor services, nor does it share the same investment advisor with any 
other series.  For the Fund’s fiscal year ended May 31, 2022, the aggregate Independent Trustees’ fees for the Trust 
were $575,000. 

3 Mr. Miller and Mr. Zader elected to defer payment of their compensation from the Fund under the Trust’s non-
qualified Deferred Compensation Plan for Trustees under which Trustees may defer receipt of all or part of their 
compensation from the Fund.  As of the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022, the total amount of deferred compensation 
payable to Mr. Miller, Ms. Rabun, Mr. Young and Mr. Zader was $123,528, $40,508.56, $32,191 and $203,187 
respectively.    

 
Ms. Quill is not compensated for her service as Trustees because of her affiliation with the Trust. Officers of the Trust 
are not compensated by the Fund for their services. 
 
As a Trustee Emeritus of the Trust, Mr. Banhazl does not receive any compensation from the Trust; however, he is 
entitled to reimbursement of expenses related to his attendance at any meetings of the Board of Trustees or its 
committees. 
 
Additional Information Concerning the Board and the Trustees 
 
The current Trustees were selected in November 2007 (June 2019 for Ms. Quill) with a view towards establishing a 
Board that would have the broad experience needed to oversee a registered investment company comprised of multiple 
series employing a variety of different investment strategies. As a group, the Board has extensive experience in many 
different aspects of the financial services and asset management industries. 
 
The Trustees were selected to join the Board based upon the following factors, among others: character and integrity; 
willingness to serve and willingness and ability to commit the time necessary to perform the duties of a Trustee; as to 
each Trustee other than Ms. Quill and Mr. Zader, satisfying the criteria for not being classified as an “interested person” 
of the Trust as defined in the 1940 Act; and, as to Ms. Quill, her position with UMB Fund Services, Inc., one of the 
Trust’s co-administrators. In addition, the Trustees have the following specific experience, qualifications, attributes 
and/or skills relevant to the operations of the Trust: 
 

• Ms. Rabun has substantial senior executive experience in mutual fund marketing and distribution and serving 
in senior executive and board positions with mutual funds, including multiple series trusts similar to the Trust. 
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• Mr. Miller has significant senior executive experience with respect to marketing and distribution of mutual 
funds, including multiple series trusts similar to the Trust. 

 
• Mr. Young has broad senior executive experience with respect to the operations and management of mutual 

funds and administrative service providers, including multiple series trusts similar to the Trust. 
 
• Mr. Zader has substantial experience serving in senior executive positions at mutual fund administrative service 

providers. 
 
• Ms. Quill has substantial experience serving in senior executive positions at mutual fund administrative service 

providers. 
 
In its periodic self-assessment of the effectiveness of the Board, the Board considers the complementary individual 
skills and experience of the individual Trustees primarily in the broader context of the Board’s overall composition so 
that the Board, as a body, possesses the appropriate (and appropriately diverse) skills and experience to oversee the 
business of the Fund. The summaries set forth above as to the qualifications, attributes and skills of the Trustees are 
required by the registration form adopted by the SEC, do not constitute holding out the Board or any Trustee as having 
any special expertise or experience, and do not impose any greater responsibility or liability on any such person or on 
the Board as a whole than would otherwise be the case. 
 
The Board of Trustees has two standing committees: the Audit Committee, and the Nominating, Governance and 
Regulatory Review Committee (the “Nominating Committee”). 
 

• The function of the Audit Committee, with respect to each series of the Trust, is to review the scope and results 
of the series’ annual audit and any matters bearing on the audit or the series’ financial statements and to assist 
the Board’s oversight of the integrity of the series’ pricing and financial reporting. The Audit Committee is 
comprised of all of the Independent Trustees and is chaired by Mr. Young. It does not include any Interested 
Trustees. The Audit Committee is expected to meet at least twice a year with respect to each series of the Trust. 
The Audit Committee met two times during the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022, with respect to the Fund. 

 
The Audit Committee also serves as the Qualified Legal Compliance Committee (“QLCC”) for the Trust for 
the purpose of compliance with Rules 205.2(k) and 205.3(c) of the Code of Federal Regulations regarding 
alternative reporting procedures for attorneys retained or employed by an issuer who appear and practice before 
the SEC on behalf of the issuer. 

 
• The Nominating Committee is responsible for reviewing matters pertaining to composition, committees, and 

operations of the Board, as well as assisting the Board in overseeing matters related to certain regulatory issues. 
The Nominating Committee meets from time to time as needed. The Nominating Committee will consider 
trustee nominees properly recommended by the Trust’s shareholders. Shareholders who wish to recommend a 
nominee should send nominations that include, among other things, biographical data and the qualifications of 
the proposed nominee to the Trust’s Secretary. The Independent Trustees comprise the Nominating 
Committee, and the Committee is chaired by Mr. Miller. The Nominating Committee met one time during the 
fiscal year ended May 31, 2022. 

 
Independent Trustees comprise 60% of the Board and Ashley Toomey Rabun, an Independent Trustee, serves as 
Chairperson of the Board. The Chairperson serves as a key point person for dealings between the Trust’s management 
and the other Independent Trustees. As noted above, through the committees of the Board the Independent Trustees 
consider and address important matters involving each series of the Trust, including those presenting conflicts or 
potential conflicts of interest. The Independent Trustees also regularly meet outside the presence of management and 
are advised by independent legal counsel. The Board has determined that its organization and leadership structure are 
appropriate in light of its fiduciary and oversight obligations, the special obligations of the Independent Trustees, and 
the relationship between the Interested Trustees and the Trust’s co-administrators. The Board also believes that its 
structure facilitates the orderly and efficient flow of information to the Independent Trustees from management. 
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Consistent with its responsibility for oversight of the Fund in the interests of shareholders, the Board among other 
things oversees risk management of the Fund’s investment programs and business affairs directly and through the Audit 
Committee. The Board has emphasized to the Advisor the importance of maintaining vigorous risk management 
programs and procedures. 
 
The Fund faces a number of risks, such as investment risk, valuation risk, reputational risk, risk of operational failure 
or lack of business continuity, and legal, compliance and regulatory risk. Risk management seeks to identify and address 
risks, i.e., events or circumstances that could have material adverse effects on the business, operations, shareholder 
services, investment performance or reputation of the Fund. Under the overall supervision of the Board, the Advisor 
and other service providers to the Fund employ a variety of processes, procedures and controls to identify various of 
those possible events or circumstances, to lessen the probability of their occurrence and/or to mitigate the effects of 
such events or circumstances if they do occur. Different processes, procedures and controls are employed with respect 
to different types of risks. Various personnel, including the Trust’s Chief Compliance Officer (the “CCO”), the 
Advisor’s management, and other service providers (such as the Fund’s independent registered public accounting firm) 
make periodic reports to the Board or to the Audit Committee with respect to various aspects of risk management. The 
Board recognizes that not all risks that may affect the Fund can be identified, that it may not be practical or cost-
effective to eliminate or mitigate certain risks, that it may be necessary to bear certain risks (such as investment-related 
risks) to achieve the Fund’s investment objective, and that the processes, procedures and controls employed to address 
certain risks may be limited in their effectiveness. Moreover, reports received by the Trustees as to risk management 
matters are typically summaries of the relevant information. As a result of the foregoing and other factors, the Board’s 
risk management oversight is subject to substantial limitations. 
 
Fund Shares Beneficially Owned by Trustees. Certain information regarding ownership by the Trustees of the 
Fund and other series of the Trust, as of December 31, 2021, is set forth in the following table: 
 

Name of Trustee 
Dollar Range of Equity  
Securities in the Fund 

Aggregate Dollar Range of 
Equity Securities in all 
Registered Investment 

Companies Overseen by 
Trustee in Family of 

Investment Companies 
Charles H. Miller, Independent Trustee None None 
Ashley Toomey Rabun, Independent Trustee None None 
William H. Young, Independent Trustee None Over $100,000 
John P. Zader, Interested Trustee None None 
Maureen Quill, Interested Trustee None None 
 
Control Persons, Principal Shareholders, and Management Ownership 
 
The following table lists the control persons of the Fund as of August 31, 2022. A control person is one who owns 
beneficially or through controlled companies more than 25% of the voting securities of the Fund or acknowledges the 
existence of control.1 Shareholders with a controlling interest could affect the outcome of voting or the direction of 
management of the Fund. 
 

Control Person Jurisdiction 

Percentage of Total 
Outstanding  

Shares of the Fund as of  
August 31, 2022 

National Financial Services, LLC 
FBO 
Jersey City, NJ 07310 

New Jersey 80.37% 
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1  The Fund has no information regarding the beneficial owners of Fund shares owned through accounts with 
financial intermediaries. 

 
The following table lists the principal shareholders of the Fund as of August 31, 2022.  The principal shareholders are 
holders of record of 5% or more of the outstanding shares of the indicated class of the Fund, including the listed 
shareholders that are financial intermediaries.1 
 

Principal Shareholders 

Percentage of Total 
Outstanding  

Shares of the Class as of  
August 31, 2022 

National Financial Services, LLC 
FBO 
Jersey City, NJ 07310 

80.37% 

Charles Schwab & Co. Inc. 
FBO 
San Francisco, CA 94105 

18.08% 

 
1  The Fund has no information regarding the beneficial owners of Fund shares owned through accounts with 

financial intermediaries. 
 
As of August 31, 2022, the Trustees and officers of the Trust as a group did not own more than 1% of the outstanding 
shares of the Fund. Furthermore, neither the Independent Trustees, nor members of their immediate families, own 
securities beneficially or of record in the Advisor, the Fund’s distributor, IMST Distributors, LLC (the “Distributor”), 
or any of their respective affiliates. 
 
The Advisor 
 
Bernzott Capital Advisors, located at 2802 Flintrock Trace, Suite B111, Lakeway, Texas 78738, acts as investment 
advisor to the Fund pursuant to an Investment Advisory Agreement (the “Advisory Agreement”). The Advisor is 100% 
owned by employees and an employee-related party. The majority shareholder is Kevin Bernzott, Chairman and CEO. 
 
Subject to such policies as the Board of Trustees may determine, the Advisor is ultimately responsible for investment 
decisions for the Fund. Pursuant to the terms of the Advisory Agreement, the Advisor provides the Fund with such 
investment advice and supervision as it deems necessary for the proper supervision of the Fund’s investments. The 
Advisor also continuously monitors and maintains the Fund’s investment criteria and determines from time to time 
what securities may be purchased by the Fund. 
 
The Advisory Agreement will continue in effect with respect to the Fund from year to year only if such continuance is 
specifically approved at least annually by the Board or by vote of a majority of the Fund’s outstanding voting securities 
and by a majority of the Trustees who are not parties to the Advisory Agreement or interested persons of any such 
party, at a meeting called for the purpose of voting on the Advisory Agreement. The Advisory Agreement is terminable 
without penalty by the Trust on behalf of the Fund, upon giving the Advisor 60 days’ notice when authorized either by 
a majority vote of the Fund’s shareholders or by a vote of a majority of the Board, or by the Advisor on 60 days’ written 
notice, and will automatically terminate in the event of its “assignment” (as defined in the 1940 Act). The Advisory 
Agreement provides that the Advisor shall not be liable for any error of judgment or for any loss suffered by the Trust 
in connection with the Advisory Agreement, except for a loss resulting from a breach of fiduciary duty, or for a loss 
resulting from willful misfeasance, bad faith or gross negligence in the performance of its duties, or from reckless 
disregard by the Advisor of its duties under the Advisory Agreement. 
 
In consideration of the services to be provided by the Advisor pursuant to the Advisory Agreement, the Advisor is 
entitled to receive from the Fund an investment advisory fee computed daily and paid monthly based on an annual rate 
equal to a percentage of the Fund’s average daily net assets specified in the Prospectus. 
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Fund Expenses 
 
The Fund is responsible for its own operating expenses (all of which will be borne directly or indirectly by the Fund’s 
shareholders), including among others, legal fees and expenses of counsel to the Fund and the Fund’s Independent 
Trustees; insurance (including Trustees’ and officers’ errors and omissions insurance); auditing and accounting expenses; 
taxes and governmental fees; listing fees; dues and expenses incurred in connection with membership in investment 
company organizations; fees and expenses of the Fund’s custodians, administrators, transfer agents, registrars and other 
service providers; expenses for portfolio pricing services by a pricing agent, if any; expenses in connection with the 
issuance and offering of shares; expenses relating to investor and public relations; expenses of registering or qualifying 
securities of the Fund for public sale; brokerage commissions and other costs of acquiring or disposing of any portfolio 
holding of the Fund; expenses of preparation and distribution of reports, notices and dividends to shareholders; 
expenses of the dividend reinvestment plan; compensation and expenses of Trustees; any litigation expenses; and costs 
of shareholders’ and other meetings. 
 
The Advisor has contractually agreed to waive its fees and/or pay for operating expenses of the Fund to ensure that the 
total annual fund operating expenses (excluding, as applicable, any taxes, leverage interest, brokerage commissions, 
acquired fund fees and expenses as determined in accordance with Form N-1A, expenses incurred in connection with 
any merger or reorganization, and extraordinary expenses such as litigation expenses) do not exceed 0.95% of the 
average daily net assets of the Fund. This agreement is effective until September 30, 2023, and it may be terminated 
before that date only by the Board of Trustees. 
 
Any reduction in advisory fees or payment of the Fund’s expenses made by the Advisor in a fiscal year may be 
reimbursed by the Fund for a period ending three full fiscal years after the date of reduction or payment if the Advisor 
so requests. This reimbursement may be requested from the Fund if the reimbursement will not cause the Fund’s annual 
expense ratio to exceed the lesser of (a) the expense limitation in effect at the time such fees were waived or payments 
made, or (b) the expense limitation in effect at the time of the reimbursement. However, the reimbursement amount 
may not exceed the total amount of fees waived and/or Fund expenses paid by the Advisor and will not include any 
amounts previously reimbursed to the Advisor by the Fund. Any such reimbursement is contingent upon the Board’s 
subsequent review of the reimbursed amounts. The Fund must pay current ordinary operating expenses before the 
Advisor is entitled to any reimbursement of fees and/or Fund expenses. 
 
The Fund paid the following advisory fees to the Advisor for the periods indicated: 
 

   
Advisory Fees 

Accrued 
Advisory Fees 

Waived 
Advisory Fee 

Retained 
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022 $1,088,101 ($114,310) $973,791 
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2021 $1,050,617 ($97,165) $953,452 
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2020 $655,978 ($120,491) $535,487 
 
Portfolio Managers 
 
Kevin Bernzott and Sean Greely, CFA, comprise the portfolio management team responsible for the day-to-day 
management of the Fund.  
 
Other Accounts Managed by the Portfolio Managers. The portfolio managers jointly manage other accounts as of 
May 31, 2022. Information on these other accounts is as follows. 
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  Registered Investment 
Companies 

Other Pooled Investment 
Vehicles Other Accounts 

Portfolio Managers 
Number of 
Accounts 

Total Assets 
(in Millions) 

Number of 
Accounts 

Total Assets 
(in Millions) 

Number of 
Accounts 

Total Assets 
(in Millions) 

Kevin Bernzott 0 $0  0 $0 21 $10 
Sean Greely, CFA 0 $0  0 $0 426 $1,080 

 

 Number of Accounts with Advisory Fee Based on Performance 

  Registered Investment 
Companies 

Other Pooled Investment 
Vehicles Other Accounts 

Portfolio Managers 
Number of 
Accounts 

Total Assets 
(in Millions) 

Number of 
Accounts 

Total Assets 
(in Millions) 

Number of 
Accounts 

Total Assets 
(in Millions) 

Kevin Bernzott 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 
Sean Greely, CFA 0 $0 0 $0 0 $0 

 
Material Conflicts of Interest. Actual or apparent conflicts of interest may arise when a portfolio manager has day-
to-day management responsibilities with respect to more than one fund or other account. Where conflicts of interest 
arise between the Fund and other accounts managed by the portfolio managers, the Advisor will proceed in a manner 
that ensures that the Fund will not be treated less favorably. There may be instances where similar portfolio transactions 
may be executed for the same security for numerous accounts managed by the portfolio managers. In such instances, 
securities will be allocated in accordance with the Advisor’s trade allocation policy. 
 
Compensation. The portfolio managers and all employees of the Advisor receive base salaries, discretionary bonuses, 
and discretionary contributions to a retirement plan. The discretionary bonuses and retirement plan contributions are 
based on the Advisor’s overall profitability, not the profitability of a single fund or strategy. 
 
Ownership of the Fund by the Portfolio Manager. As of May 31, 2022, the portfolio managers own equity securities 
of the Fund as follows: 
 

Name of Portfolio Manager 

Dollar Range of Fund Shares Owned  
(None, $1-$10,000, $10,001-$50,000, $50,001-$100,000,  

$100,001-$500,000, $500,001-$1,000,000, Over $1,000,000) 
Kevin Bernzott $1 - $10,000 

Sean Greely, CFA None 
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Service Providers 
 
Pursuant to a Co-Administration Agreement (the “Co-Administration Agreement”), UMB Fund Services, Inc. 
(“UMBFS”), 235 West Galena Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53212, and Mutual Fund Administration, LLC (“MFAC”), 
2220 E. Route 66, Suite 226, Glendora, California 91740 (collectively the “Co-Administrators”), act as co-administrators 
for the Fund. The Co-Administrators provide certain administrative services to the Fund, including, among other 
responsibilities, coordinating the negotiation of contracts and fees with, and the monitoring of performance and billing 
of, the Fund’s independent contractors and agents; preparing for signature by an officer of the Trust of all documents 
required to be filed for compliance with applicable laws and regulations including those of the securities laws of various 
states; arranging for the computation of performance data, including net asset value and yield; arranging for the 
maintenance of books and records of the Fund; and providing, at their own expense, office facilities, equipment and 
personnel necessary to carry out their duties. In this capacity, the Co-Administrators do not have any responsibility or 
authority for the management of the Fund, the determination of investment policy, or for any matter pertaining to the 
distribution of Fund shares. The Co-Administration Agreement provides that neither Co-Administrator shall be liable 
for any error of judgment or mistake of law or for any loss suffered by the Trust or its series, except for losses resulting 
from a Co-Administrator’s willful misfeasance, bad faith or negligence in the performance of its duties or from reckless 
disregard by it of its obligations and duties under the Agreement. 
 
Pursuant to the Co-Administration Agreement, the Fund pays the Co-Administrators a fee for administration services.  
The fee is payable monthly based on the Fund’s average daily net assets. 
 
The Fund paid the following co-administrator fees for the periods indicated: 
 

 Co-Administrator Fees ($)* 

Fiscal year ended May 31, 2022 $174,662 

Fiscal year ended May 31, 2021 $146,966 

Fiscal year ended May 31, 2020  $111,660 
 
* Includes Fund Administration and Fund Accounting fees. 
 
UMBFS also acts as the Trust’s fund accountant, transfer agent and dividend disbursing agent pursuant to separate 
agreements. 
 
UMB Bank, n.a. (the “Custodian”), an affiliate of UMBFS, is the custodian of the assets of the Fund pursuant to a 
custody agreement between the Custodian and the Trust, whereby the Custodian provides services for fees on a 
transactional basis plus out-of-pocket expenses. The Custodian’s address is 928 Grand Boulevard, Kansas City, Missouri 
64106. The Custodian does not participate in decisions pertaining to the purchase and sale of securities by the Fund. 
 
Tait, Weller & Baker LLP (“Tait Weller”), Two Liberty Place, 50 S. 16th Street, Suite 2900, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
19102-2529, is the independent registered public accounting firm for the Fund. Its services include auditing the Fund’s 
financial statements and the performance of related tax services. 
 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP (“Morgan Lewis”), 600 Anton Boulevard, Suite 1800, Costa Mesa, California 92626, 
serves as legal counsel to the Trust. 
 
Paul Hastings LLP (“Paul Hastings”), 101 California Street, 48th Floor, San Francisco, California 94111, serves as legal 
counsel to the Independent Trustees. 
 
Distributor and the Distribution Agreement 
 
IMST Distributors, LLC is the distributor (also known as the principal underwriter) of the shares of the Fund and is 
located at Three Canal Plaza, Suite 100, Portland, Maine 04101. The Distributor is a registered broker-dealer and is a 
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member of FINRA. The Distributor is not affiliated with the Trust, the Advisor or any other service provider for the 
Fund. 
 
Under a Distribution Agreement with the Trust dated May 31, 2017 (the “Distribution Agreement”), the Distributor 
acts as the agent of the Trust in connection with the continuous offering of shares of the Fund. The Distributor 
continually distributes shares of the Fund on a best efforts basis. The Distributor has no obligation to sell any specific 
quantity of Fund shares. The Distributor and its officers have no role in determining the investment policies or which 
securities are to be purchased or sold by the Trust. 
 
The Distributor may enter into agreements with selected broker-dealers, banks or other financial intermediaries for 
distribution of shares of the Fund. With respect to certain financial intermediaries and related fund “supermarket” 
platform arrangements, the Fund and/or the Advisor, rather than the Distributor, typically enter into such agreements. 
These financial intermediaries may charge a fee for their services and may receive shareholder service or other fees from 
parties other than the Distributor. These financial intermediaries may otherwise act as processing agents and are 
responsible for promptly transmitting purchase, redemption and other requests to the Fund. 
 
Investors who purchase shares through financial intermediaries will be subject to the procedures of those intermediaries 
through which they purchase shares, which may include charges, investment minimums, cutoff times and other 
restrictions in addition to, or different from, those listed herein. Information concerning any charges or services will be 
provided to customers by the financial intermediary through which they purchase shares. Investors purchasing shares 
of the Fund through financial intermediaries should acquaint themselves with their financial intermediary’s procedures 
and should read the Prospectus in conjunction with any materials and information provided by their financial 
intermediary. The financial intermediary, and not its customers, will be the shareholder of record, although customers 
may have the right to vote shares depending upon their arrangement with the financial intermediary. The Distributor 
does not receive compensation from the Fund for its distribution services except the distribution/service fees with 
respect to the shares of those classes for which a Rule 12b-1 distribution plan is effective. The Advisor pays the 
Distributor a fee for certain distribution-related services. 
 
The Distribution Agreement will continue in effect only if such continuance is specifically approved at least annually by 
the Board or by vote of a majority of the Fund’s outstanding voting securities in accordance with the 1940 Act. The 
Distribution Agreement is terminable without penalty by the Trust on behalf of the Fund on no less than 60 days’ 
written notice when authorized either by a vote of a majority of the outstanding voting securities of the Fund or by vote 
of a majority of the members of the Board who are not “interested persons” (as defined in the 1940 Act) of the Trust 
and have no direct or indirect financial interest in the operation of the Distribution Agreement, or by the Distributor, 
and will automatically terminate in the event of its “assignment” (as defined in the 1940 Act). The Distribution 
Agreement provides that the Distributor shall not be liable for any error of judgment or mistake of law or for any loss 
suffered by the Trust in connection with the performance of the Distributor’s obligations and duties under the 
Distribution Agreement, except a loss resulting from the Distributor’s willful misfeasance, bad faith or gross negligence 
in the performance of such duties and obligations, or by reason of its reckless disregard thereof. 
 
Marketing and Support Payments 
 
The Advisor, out of its own resources and without additional cost to the Fund or its shareholders, may provide cash 
payments or other compensation to certain financial intermediaries who sell shares of the Fund. These payments are in 
addition to other fees described in the Fund’s Prospectus and this SAI, and are generally provided for shareholder 
services or marketing support. Payments for marketing support are typically for inclusion of the Fund on sales lists, 
including electronic sales platforms. Investors may wish to take these payments into account when considering and 
evaluating recommendations to purchase shares of the Fund. 
 

PORTFOLIO TRANSACTIONS AND BROKERAGE 
 
Pursuant to the Advisory Agreement, the Advisor determines which securities are to be purchased and sold by the Fund 
and which broker-dealers are eligible to execute the Fund’s portfolio transactions. The purchases and sales of securities 
in the over-the-counter market will generally be executed by using a broker for the transaction. 
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Purchases of portfolio securities for the Fund also may be made directly from issuers or from underwriters. Where 
possible, purchase and sale transactions will be effected through dealers (including banks) that specialize in the types of 
securities which the Fund will be holding unless better executions are available elsewhere. Dealers and underwriters 
usually act as principals for their own accounts. Purchases from underwriters will include a concession paid by the issuer 
to the underwriter and purchases from dealers will include the spread between the bid and the asked price. If the 
execution and price offered by more than one dealer or underwriter are comparable, the order may be allocated to a 
dealer or underwriter that has provided research or other services as discussed below. 
 
In placing portfolio transactions, the Advisor will use reasonable efforts to choose broker-dealers capable of providing 
the services necessary to obtain the most favorable price and execution available. The full range and quality of services 
available will be considered in making these determinations, such as the size of the order, the difficulty of execution, 
the operational facilities of the broker-dealer involved, the risk in positioning the block of securities, and other factors. 
In those instances where it is reasonably determined that more than one broker-dealer can offer the services needed to 
obtain the most favorable price and execution available, consideration may be given to those broker-dealers which 
furnish or supply research and statistical information to the Advisor that they may lawfully and appropriately use in their 
investment advisory capacities, as well as provide other services in addition to execution services. The Advisor considers 
such information, which is in addition to and not in lieu of the services required to be performed by it under its Advisory 
Agreement with the Fund, to be useful in varying degrees, but of indeterminable value. 
 
While it is the Fund’s general policy to seek to obtain the most favorable price and execution available in selecting a 
broker-dealer to execute portfolio transactions for the Fund, weight is also given to the ability of a broker-dealer to 
furnish brokerage and research services as defined in Section 28(e) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, 
to the Fund or to the Advisor, even if the specific services are not directly useful to the Fund and may be useful to the 
Advisor in advising other clients. In negotiating commissions with a broker or evaluating the spread to be paid to a 
dealer, the Fund may therefore pay a higher commission or spread than would be the case if no weight were given to 
the furnishing of these supplemental services, provided that the amount of such commission or spread has been 
determined in good faith by the Advisor to be reasonable in relation to the value of the brokerage and/or research 
services provided by such broker-dealer. The standard of reasonableness is to be measured in light of the Advisor’s 
overall responsibilities to the Fund. 
 
Investment decisions for the Fund are made independently from those of other client accounts that may be managed 
or advised by the Advisor. Nevertheless, it is possible that at times, identical securities will be acceptable for both the 
Fund and one or more of such client accounts. In such event, the position of the Fund and such client accounts in the 
same issuer may vary and the holding period may likewise vary. However, to the extent any of these client accounts seek 
to acquire the same security as the Fund at the same time, the Fund may not be able to acquire as large a position in 
such security as it desires, or it may have to pay a higher price or obtain a lower yield for such security. Similarly, the 
Fund may not be able to obtain as high a price for, or as large an execution of, an order to sell any particular security at 
the same time as the Advisor’s other client accounts. 
 
The Fund does not effect securities transactions through brokers in accordance with any formula, nor does it effect 
securities transactions through brokers for selling shares of the Fund. However, broker-dealers who execute brokerage 
transactions may effect purchase of shares of the Fund for their customers. The brokers may also supply the Fund with 
research, statistical and other services. 
 
The Fund paid the following brokerage commissions for the periods indicated: 
 
   Brokerage Commissions 
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022 $105,250 
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2021 $107,108* 
For the fiscal year ended May 31, 2020 $74,877* 
 
* Brokerage commissions increased in the fiscal years ended May 31, 2020, and May 31, 2021, due to increased assets 
and therefore increased trading volume. 
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Holdings of Securities of the Fund’s Regular Brokers or Dealers 
 
From time to time, the Fund may acquire and hold securities issued by its “regular brokers or dealers” or the parents of 
those brokers or dealers. “Regular brokers or dealers” (as such term is defined in the 1940 Act) of the Fund are the ten 
brokers or dealers that, during the most recent fiscal year, (i) received the greatest dollar amounts of brokerage 
commissions from the Fund’s portfolio transactions, (ii) engaged as principal in the largest dollar amounts of the 
portfolio transactions of the Fund, or (iii) sold the largest dollar amounts of the Fund’s shares.  The Fund did not hold 
any securities of its “regular brokers or dealers” during the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022. 
 

PORTFOLIO TURNOVER 
 

Although the Fund generally will not invest for short-term trading purposes, portfolio securities may be sold without 
regard to the length of time they have been held when, in the opinion of the Advisor, investment considerations warrant 
such action. Portfolio turnover rate is calculated by dividing (1) the lesser of purchases or sales of portfolio securities 
for the fiscal year by (2) the monthly average of the value of portfolio securities owned during the fiscal year. A 100% 
turnover rate would occur if all the securities in the Fund’s portfolio, with the exception of securities whose maturities 
at the time of acquisition were one year or less, were sold and either repurchased or replaced within one year. A high 
rate of portfolio turnover (100% or more) generally leads to higher transaction costs and may result in a greater number 
of taxable transactions. To the extent net short-term capital gains are realized, any distributions resulting from such 
gains will generally be taxed at ordinary income tax rates for federal income tax purposes. 
 
The Fund’s portfolio turnover rates for the fiscal years ended May 31, 2022, and May 31, 2021, were 37% and 60%, 
respectively. 
 

PROXY VOTING POLICY 
 

The Board has adopted Proxy Voting Policies and Procedures (the “Trust Policies”) on behalf of the Trust, which 
delegates the responsibility for voting the Fund’s proxies to the Advisor, subject to the Board’s continuing oversight. 
The Trust Policies require that the Advisor vote proxies received in a manner consistent with the best interests of the 
Fund. The Trust Policies also require the Advisor to present to the Board, at least annually, the Advisor’s Proxy Voting 
Policies and Procedures (the “Advisor Policies”) and a record of each proxy voted by the Advisor on behalf of the 
Fund, including a report on the resolution of all proxies identified by the Advisor as involving a conflict of interest. See 
Appendix B for the Trust Policies and Advisor Policies. The Trust Policies and the Advisor Policies are intended to 
serve as guidelines and to further the economic value of each security held by the Fund. The Trust’s CCO will review 
the Trust Policies and Advisor Policies annually. Each proxy will be considered individually, taking into account the 
relevant circumstances at the time of each vote. 
 
If a proxy proposal raises a material conflict between the Advisor’s interests and the Fund’s interests, the Advisor will 
resolve the conflict by following the Advisor’s policy guidelines or the recommendation of an independent third party. 
 
The Fund is required to annually file Form N-PX, which lists the Fund’s complete proxy voting record for the 12-
month period ended June 30 of each year. Once filed, the Fund’s proxy voting record will be available without charge, 
upon request, by calling toll-free 1-877-998-9880 and on the SEC’s web site at www.sec.gov. 
 

ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING PROGRAM 
 
The Trust has established an Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Program (the “Program”) as required by the Uniting 
and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 
(“USA PATRIOT Act”). In order to ensure compliance with this law, the Program provides for the development and 
implementation of internal practices, procedures and controls, designation of anti-money laundering compliance 
officers, an ongoing training program and an independent audit function to determine the effectiveness of the Program. 
 
Procedures to implement the Program include, but are not limited to, determining that the Distributor and the Fund’s 
Transfer Agent have established proper anti-money laundering procedures, reporting suspicious and/or fraudulent 
activity, checking shareholder names against designated government lists, including Office of Foreign Assets Control 
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(“OFAC”), and a complete and thorough review of all new opening account applications. The Trust will not transact 
business with any person or entity whose identity cannot be adequately verified under the provisions of the USA 
PATRIOT Act. 
 

PORTFOLIO HOLDINGS INFORMATION 
 
The Trust has adopted policies and procedures regarding disclosure of portfolio holdings information (the “Disclosure 
Policy”). The Board of Trustees determined that the adoption of the Disclosure Policy, including the disclosure 
permitted therein, was in the best interests of the Trust. The Disclosure Policy applies to the Fund, Advisor and other 
internal parties involved in the administration, operation or custody of the Fund, including, but not limited to UMBFS, 
MFAC, the Board of Trustees, counsel to the Trust, Morgan Lewis, counsel to the Independent Trustees, Paul Hastings, 
and the Fund’s independent registered public accounting firm, Tait Weller (collectively, the “Service Providers”). 
Pursuant to the Disclosure Policy, non-public information concerning the Fund’s portfolio holdings may be disclosed 
to its Service Providers only if such disclosure is consistent with the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws 
and the fiduciary duties owed by the Fund and the Advisor to the Fund’s shareholders. The Fund and its Service 
Providers may not receive compensation or any other consideration (which includes any agreement to maintain assets 
in the Fund or in other investment companies or accounts managed by the Advisor or any affiliated person of the 
Advisor) in connection with the disclosure of portfolio holdings information of the Fund. The Fund’s Disclosure Policy 
is implemented and overseen by the CCO of the Trust, subject to the oversight of the Board of Trustees. Periodic 
reports regarding these procedures will be provided to the Trust’s Board. 
 
Portfolio holdings information will be deemed public when it has been (1) posted to the Advisor’s public website 
(https://www.bernzott.com/investment-strategy.html) or (2) disclosed in periodic regulatory filings on the SEC’s 
website (www.sec.gov). Management of the Fund may make publicly available its portfolio holdings as of the most 
recent calendar quarter on the Fund’s public website no earlier than five days after the date of such information (e.g., 
information as of January 31 may be made available no earlier than February 5). 
 
Non-Public Portfolio Holdings Information Policy. All portfolio holdings information that has not been 
disseminated in a manner making it available to investors generally as described above is considered non-public portfolio 
holdings information for the purposes of the Disclosure Policy. Pursuant to the Disclosure Policy, the Fund or its 
Service Providers may disclose non-public portfolio holdings information to certain third parties who fall within pre-
authorized categories on a daily basis, with no lag time unless otherwise specified below. These third parties include: (i) 
the Fund’s Service Providers and others who need access to such information in the performance of their contractual 
or other duties and responsibilities to the Fund (e.g., custodians, accountants, the Advisor, administrators, attorneys, 
officers and Trustees) and who are subject to duties of confidentiality imposed by law or contract, (ii) brokers who 
execute trades for the Fund, (iii) evaluation service providers (as described below) and (iv) shareholders receiving in-
kind redemptions (as described below). 
 
Evaluation Service Providers. These third parties include mutual fund evaluation services, such as Morningstar, Inc. 
and Lipper, Inc., if the Fund has a legitimate business purpose for disclosing the information, provided that the third 
party expressly agrees to maintain the non-public portfolio holdings information in confidence and not to trade portfolio 
securities based on the non-public portfolio holdings information. Subject to the terms and conditions of any agreement 
between the Fund or its authorized Service Providers and the third party, if these conditions for disclosure are satisfied, 
there shall be no restriction on the frequency with which the Fund’s non-public portfolio holdings information is 
released, and no lag period shall apply. In addition, persons who owe a duty of trust or confidence to the Fund or its 
service providers (such as legal counsel) may receive non-public portfolio holdings information without entering into a 
non-disclosure agreement. 
 
Shareholder In-Kind Distributions. The Fund may, in certain circumstances, pay redemption proceeds to a 
shareholder by an in-kind distribution of portfolio securities (instead of cash). In such circumstances, pursuant to the 
Disclosure Policy, Fund shareholders may receive a complete listing of the portfolio holdings of the Fund up to seven 
(7) calendar days prior to making the redemption request provided that they represent orally or in writing that they agree 
to maintain the confidentiality of the portfolio holdings information and not to trade portfolio securities based on the 
non-public holdings information. 
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Other Entities. Pursuant to the Disclosure Policy, the Fund or the Advisor may disclose non-public portfolio holdings 
information to a third party who does not fall within the pre-approved categories, and who are not executing broker-
dealers; however, prior to the receipt of any non-public portfolio holdings information by such third party, the recipient 
must have entered into a non-disclosure agreement and the disclosure arrangement must have been approved by the 
CCO of the Trust. The CCO will report to the Board of Trustees on a quarterly basis regarding any recipients of non-
public portfolio holdings information approved pursuant to this paragraph. There are no other ongoing arrangements 
as of the date of this SAI. 
 
The Advisor and its affiliates may provide investment advice to clients other than the Fund that have investment 
objectives that may be substantially similar to those of the Fund. These clients also may have portfolios consisting of 
holdings substantially similar to those of the Fund and generally have access to current portfolio holdings information 
for their accounts. These clients do not owe the Advisor or the Fund a duty of confidentiality with respect to disclosure 
of their portfolio holdings. 
 
Current Arrangements Regarding Disclosure of Portfolio Holdings.  As of the date of this SAI, the Trust or the 
Fund has ongoing business arrangements with the following entities which involve making portfolio holdings 
information available to such entities as an incidental part of the services they provide to the Trust: (i) the Advisor, 
MFAC and UMB (the Co-Administrators) and UMB Bank, N.A. (the Custodian) pursuant to investment management, 
administration and custody agreements, respectively, under which the Trust’s portfolio holdings information is provided 
daily on a real-time basis (i.e., with no time lag); (ii) Tait Weller (independent registered public accounting firm), Morgan 
Lewis and Paul Hastings (attorneys), to which the Trust provides portfolio holdings information on a regular basis with 
varying lag times after the date of the information; (iii) Broadridge (ProxyEdge) pursuant to a proxy voting agreement 
under which the Fund’s portfolio holdings information is provided daily subject to a one-day lag; (iv) Practical Computer 
Application, to which MFAC provides the Trust’s portfolio holdings information on a daily basis for programming and 
database hosting services in connection with MFAC’s administrative services to the Trust; (v) Donnelley Financial 
Solutions, to which the Trust provides portfolio holdings information on a monthly basis in connection with the filings 
of Form N-PORT; (vi) FilePoint, to which MFAC provides the Fund’s portfolio holdings on a monthly basis in 
connection with filings of Form N-PORT; (vii) Morningstar, Inc., Lipper Inc., Refinitiv, Thomson Financial, Vickers 
Stock Research Corporation, and Bloomberg L.P., to which the Fund’s portfolio holdings information is provided 
quarterly after the end of the previous fiscal quarter, with a 60-day time lag and no earlier than the date such information 
is filed on the SEC’s EDGAR system on Form N-PORT (for the first and third fiscal quarters) or the Annual or Semi-
Annual Report is mailed to shareholders (for the second and fourth fiscal quarters), as applicable; and (viii) Gainskeeper, 
Inc. and its affiliates, pursuant to an administrative agency agreement under which the Trust provides the Fund’s 
portfolio tax lot holdings and transaction level data information on a daily basis. 
 

DETERMINATION OF NET ASSET VALUE 
 
The net asset value per share (the “NAV”) of the Fund’s shares will fluctuate and is determined as of 4:00 p.m. Eastern 
Time, the normal close of regular trading on the New York Stock Exchange (the “NYSE”) on each day the NYSE is 
open for trading. The NAV may be calculated earlier if permitted by the SEC. The NYSE annually announces the days 
on which it will not be open for trading. The most recent announcement indicates that the NYSE will not be open for 
the following holidays: New Year’s Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day, Presidents’ Day, Good Friday, Memorial Day, 
Juneteenth National Independence Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day and Christmas Day. 
However, the NYSE may close on days not included in that announcement. 
 
The NAV is computed by dividing (a) the difference between the value of the Fund’s securities, cash and other assets 
and the amount of the Fund’s expenses and liabilities by (b) the number of shares outstanding. The NAV takes into 
account all of the expenses and fees of the Fund, including management fees and administration fees, which are accrued 
daily. 
 

Net Assets 
= NAV 

Shares Outstanding 
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Generally, the Fund’s investments are valued at market value or, in the absence of a market value, at fair value as 
determined in good faith by the Advisor pursuant to procedures approved by or under the direction of the Board. 
Pursuant to those procedures, the Board has designated the Advisor as the Fund’s valuation designee (the “Valuation 
Designee”) to make all fair value determinations with respect to  the Fund’s portfolio investments, subject to the Board’s 
oversight.  The Advisor considers, among other things: 1) the last sale price on the securities exchange, if any, on which 
a security is primarily traded; 2) the mean between the bid and ask prices; 3) price quotations from an approved pricing 
service (which use information provided by market makers or estimates of market value based on similar securities), 
and 4) other factors as necessary to determine a fair value under certain circumstances. As the Valuation Designee, the 
Advisor has adopted and implemented procedures for the fair valuation of the Fund’s investments. 
 
The Fund’s securities which are traded on securities exchanges are valued at the last sale price on the exchange on which 
such securities are traded, as of the close of business on the day the securities are being valued or, lacking any reported 
sales, at the mean between the last available bid and ask prices. 
 
Pricing services generally value debt securities assuming orderly transactions of an institutional round lot size, but such 
securities may be held or transactions may be conducted in such securities in smaller, odd lot sizes. Odd lots often trade 
at lower prices than institutional round lots. 
 
Securities that are traded on more than one exchange are valued on the exchange determined by the Advisor to be the 
primary market. Securities primarily traded in the NASDAQ, National Market System for which market quotations are 
readily available shall be valued using the NASDAQ Official Closing Price (“NOCP”). If the NOCP is not available, 
such securities shall be valued at the last sale price on the day of valuation, or if there has not been any sale on such day, 
at the mean between the bid and ask prices. Over-the-counter (“OTC”) securities which are not traded in the NASDAQ 
National Market System are valued at the most recent trade price. 
 
Stocks that are “thinly traded” or events occurring when a foreign market is closed but the NYSE is open (for example, 
the value of a security held by the Fund has been materially affected by events occurring after the close of the exchange 
or market on which the security is principally traded) may create a situation where a market quote would not be readily 
available. When a market quote is not readily available, the security’s value is based on “fair value” as determined by the 
Advisor’s procedures, which have been approved by the Board. The Advisor will periodically test the appropriateness 
and accuracy of the fair value methodologies that have been selected for the Fund. The Fund may hold portfolio 
securities, such as those traded on foreign securities exchanges that trade on weekends or other days when the Fund’s 
shares are not priced. Therefore, the value of the Fund’s shares may change on days when shareholders will not be able 
to purchase or redeem shares. 
 
Short-term debt obligations with remaining maturities in excess of 60 days are valued at current market prices, as 
discussed above. Short-term securities with 60 days or less remaining to maturity are, unless conditions indicate 
otherwise, amortized to maturity based on their cost to the Fund if acquired within 60 days of maturity or, if already 
held by the Fund on the 60th day, based on the value determined on the 61st day. 
 
All other assets of the Fund are valued in such manner as the Advisor in good faith deems appropriate to reflect as their 
fair value. 
 

PURCHASE AND REDEMPTION OF FUND SHARES 
 
Detailed information on the purchase and redemption of shares is included in the Fund’s Prospectus. Shares of the 
Fund are sold at the next offering price calculated after receipt of an order for purchase. In order to purchase shares of 
the Fund, you must invest the initial minimum investment for the relevant class of shares. However, the Fund reserves 
the right, in its sole discretion, to waive the minimum initial investment amount for certain investors, or to waive or 
reduce the minimum initial investment for 401(k) plans or other tax-deferred retirement plans. You may purchase shares 
on any day that the NYSE is open for business by placing orders with the Fund. 
 
The Fund reserves the right to refuse any purchase requests, particularly those that would not be in the best interests of 
the Fund or its shareholders and could adversely affect the Fund or its operations. This includes those from any 
individual or group who, in the Fund’s view, is likely to engage in or has a history of excessive trading (usually defined 
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as more than four round-trip transactions out of the Fund within a calendar year). Furthermore, the Fund may suspend 
the right to redeem its shares or postpone the date of payment upon redemption for more than seven calendar days (i) 
for any period during which the NYSE is closed (other than customary weekend or holiday closings) or trading on the 
NYSE is restricted; (ii) for any period during which an emergency exists affecting the sale of the Fund’s securities or 
making such sale or the fair determination of the value of the Fund’s net assets not reasonably practicable; or (iii) for 
such other periods as the SEC may permit for the protection of the Fund’s shareholders. In addition, if shares are 
purchased using a check and a redemption is requested before the check has cleared, the Fund may postpone payment 
of the redemption proceeds up to 15 days while the Fund waits for the check to clear. 
 
Redemptions In Kind 
 
The Trust has filed an election under SEC Rule 18f-1 committing to pay in cash all redemptions by a shareholder of 
record up to amounts specified by the rule (the lesser of (i) $250,000 or (ii) 1% of the Fund’s assets). The Fund has 
reserved the right to pay the redemption price of its shares in excess of the amounts specified by the rule, either totally 
or partially, by an in-kind distribution of portfolio securities (instead of cash). The securities so distributed would be 
valued at the same amounts as those assigned to them in calculating the NAV for the Fund shares being redeemed. If 
a shareholder receives an in-kind distribution, the shareholder could incur brokerage or other charges in converting the 
securities to cash. 
 
The Fund does not intend to hold any significant percentage of its portfolio in illiquid securities, although the Fund, 
like virtually all mutual funds, may from time to time hold a small percentage of securities that are illiquid. In the unlikely 
event the Fund were to elect to make an in-kind redemption, the Fund expects that it would follow the normal protocol 
of making such distribution by way of a pro rata distribution based on its entire portfolio. If the Fund held illiquid 
securities, such distribution may contain a pro rata portion of such illiquid securities or the Fund may determine, based 
on a materiality assessment, not to include illiquid securities in the in-kind redemption. The Fund does not anticipate 
that it would ever selectively distribute a greater than pro rata portion of any illiquid securities to satisfy a redemption 
request. If such securities are included in the distribution, shareholders may not be able to liquidate such securities and 
may be required to hold such securities indefinitely. Shareholders’ ability to liquidate such securities distributed in-kind 
may be restricted by resale limitations or substantial restrictions on transfer imposed by the issuers of the securities or 
by law. Shareholders may only be able to liquidate such securities distributed in-kind at a substantial discount from their 
value, and there may be higher brokerage costs associated with any subsequent disposition of these securities by the 
recipient. 

 
FEDERAL INCOME TAX MATTERS 

 
The following is a summary of certain material U.S. federal (and, where noted, state and local) income tax considerations 
affecting the Fund and its shareholders. The discussion is very general. Current and prospective shareholders are 
therefore urged to consult their own tax advisers with respect to the specific federal, state, local and foreign tax 
consequences of investing in the Fund. The summary is based on the laws in effect on the date of this SAI and existing 
judicial and administrative interpretations thereof, all of which are subject to change, possibly with retroactive effect. 
 
 
The Fund is treated as a separate entity from other series of the Trust for federal income tax purposes. The Fund has 
elected to be, and intends to qualify each year for treatment as a regulated investment company under Subchapter M of 
the Code by complying with all applicable requirements of the Code, including, among other things, requirements as to 
the sources of the Fund’s income, diversification of the Fund’s assets and timing of Fund distributions. To so qualify, 
the Fund must, among other things: (a) derive at least 90% of its gross income in each taxable year from dividends, 
interest, payments with respect to certain securities loans, and gains from the sale or other disposition of stock or 
securities or foreign currencies, or other income (including, but not limited to, gains from options, futures or forward 
contracts) derived with respect to its business of investing in such stock, securities or currencies, and net income derived 
from interests in “qualified publicly traded partnerships” (i.e., partnerships that are traded on an established securities 
market or tradable on a secondary market, other than partnerships that derive 90% of their income from interest, 
dividends, capital gains, and other traditionally permitted mutual fund income); (b) diversify its holdings so that, at the 
end of each quarter of the Fund’s taxable year, (i) at least 50% of the market value of the Fund’s assets is represented 
by cash, securities of other regulated investment companies, U.S. government securities and other securities, with such 
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other securities limited, in respect of any one issuer, to an amount not greater than 5% of the Fund’s assets and not 
greater than 10% of the outstanding voting securities of such issuer and (ii) not more than 25% of the value of its assets 
is invested, including through corporations in which the Fund owns a 20% or more voting stock interest, in the securities 
(other than U.S. government securities or securities of other regulated investment companies) of any one issuer, in the 
securities (other than the securities of other regulated investment companies) of any two or more issuers that the Fund 
controls and that are determined to be engaged in the same or similar trades or businesses or related trades or businesses, 
or in the securities of one or more “qualified publicly traded partnerships;” and (c) distribute an amount equal to the 
sum of at least 90% of its investment company taxable income (computed without regard to the dividends-paid 
deduction) and 90% of its net tax-exempt income, if any, for the tax year (including, for purposes of satisfying this 
distribution requirement, certain distributions made by the Fund after the close of its taxable year that are treated as 
made during such taxable year). 
 
As a regulated investment company, the Fund will not be subject to U.S. federal income tax on the portion of its taxable 
investment income and capital gains that it distributes to its shareholders provided that it satisfies a minimum 
distribution requirement. In order to also avoid liability for a non-deductible federal excise tax, the Fund must distribute 
(or be deemed to have distributed) by December 31 of each calendar year at least the sum of (i) 98% of its ordinary 
income for such year, (ii) 98.2% of the excess of its realized capital gains over its realized capital losses for the 12-month 
period generally ending on October 31 during such year and (iii) any amounts from the prior calendar year that were 
not distributed and on which the Fund paid no federal income tax. The Fund will be subject to income tax at the 
applicable corporate tax rate on any taxable income or gains that it does not distribute to its shareholders. The Fund’s 
policy is to distribute to its shareholders all investment company taxable income (determined without regard to the 
deduction for dividends paid) and any net capital gain (the excess of net long-term capital gain over net short-term 
capital loss) for each fiscal year in a manner that complies with the distribution requirements of the Code, so that the 
Fund will not be subject to any federal income or excise taxes. 
 
If, for any taxable year, the Fund were to fail to qualify as a regulated investment company or were to fail to meet certain 
minimum distribution requirements under the Code, it would be taxed in the same manner as an ordinary corporation 
and distributions to its shareholders would not be deductible by the Fund in computing its taxable income. In addition, 
in the event of a failure to qualify, the Fund’s distributions, to the extent derived from the Fund’s current or accumulated 
earnings and profits, including any distributions of net capital gain, would be taxable to shareholders as ordinary dividend 
income for federal income tax purposes. However, such dividends would be eligible, subject to any generally applicable 
limitations, (i) to be treated as qualified dividend income in the case of shareholders taxed as individuals and (ii) for the 
dividends received deduction in the case of corporate shareholders. Moreover, if the Fund were to fail to qualify as a 
regulated investment company in any year, it would be required to pay out its earnings and profits accumulated in that 
year in order to qualify again as a regulated investment company. Under certain circumstances, the Fund may be able to 
cure a failure to qualify as a regulated investment company, but in order to do so the Fund might incur significant Fund-
level taxes and might be forced to dispose of certain assets. If the Fund failed to qualify as a regulated investment 
company for a period greater than two taxable years, the Fund would generally be required to recognize any net built-
in gains with respect to certain of its assets upon a disposition of such assets within five years of qualifying as a regulated 
investment company in a subsequent year. 
 
Shareholders generally will be subject to federal income taxes on distributions made by the Fund whether paid in cash 
or additional shares. Distributions of net investment income (including interest, dividend income and net short-term 
capital gain in excess of any net long-term capital loss, less certain expenses), other than qualified dividend income, will 
be taxable to shareholders as ordinary income. Distributions of qualified dividend income generally will be taxed to 
non-corporate shareholders at the federal income tax rates applicable to net capital gain, provided the Fund reports the 
amount distributed as qualified dividend income. 
 
In general, dividends may be reported by the Fund as qualified dividend income if they are attributable to qualified 
dividend income received by the Fund. Qualified dividend income generally means dividend income received from the 
Fund’s investments in common and preferred stock of U.S. companies and stock of certain qualified foreign 
corporations, provided that certain holding period and other requirements are met by both the Fund and its 
shareholders. If 95% or more of the Fund’s gross income (calculated without taking into account net capital gain derived 
from sales or other dispositions of stock or securities) consists of qualified dividend income, the Fund may report all 
distributions of such income as qualified dividend income. 
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Dividends paid by the Fund may qualify in part for the dividends-received deduction available to corporate shareholders, 
provided the Fund reports the amount distributed as a qualifying dividend and certain holding period and other 
requirements under the Code are satisfied. The reported amount, however, cannot exceed the aggregate amount of 
qualifying dividends received by the Fund for its taxable year. Eligibility for qualified dividend income treatment and 
the dividends-received deduction may be reduced or eliminated if, among other things, (i) the shareholder is under an 
obligation (whether pursuant to a short sale or otherwise) to make related payments with respect to positions in 
substantially similar or related property or (ii) certain holding period requirements are not satisfied at both the Fund and 
shareholder levels. In addition, qualified dividend income treatment is not available if a shareholder elects to have the 
dividend income treated as investment income for purposes of the limitation on deductibility of investment interest. 
 
Under Section 163(j) of the Code, a taxpayer’s business interest expense is generally deductible to the extent of the 
taxpayer’s business interest income plus certain other amounts. If the Fund earns business interest income, it may report 
a portion of its dividends as “Section 163(j) interest dividends,” which its shareholders may be able to treat as business 
interest income for purposes of Section 163(j) of the Code. The Fund’s “Section 163(j) interest dividend” for a tax year 
will be limited to the excess of its business interest income over the sum of its business interest expense and other 
deductions properly allocable to its business interest income. In general, the Fund’s shareholders may treat a distribution 
reported as a Section 163(j) interest dividend as interest income only to the extent the distribution exceeds the sum of 
the portions of the distribution reported as other types of tax-favored income. To be eligible to treat a Section 163(j) 
interest dividend as interest income, a shareholder may need to meet certain holding period requirements in respect of 
the Fund shares and must not have hedged its position in the Fund shares in certain ways. 
 
Distributions of net capital gain if any, that the Fund reports as capital gain dividends will be taxable to non-corporate 
shareholders as long-term capital gain without regard to how long a shareholder has held shares of the Fund. The Fund 
may retain certain amounts of capital gains and designate them as undistributed net capital gain in a notice to its 
shareholders, who (i) will be required to include in income for U.S. federal income tax purposes, as long-term capital 
gain, their proportionate shares of the undistributed amounts so designated, (ii) will be entitled to credit their 
proportionate shares of the income tax paid by the Fund on those undistributed amounts against their federal income 
tax liabilities and to claim refunds to the extent such credits exceed their liabilities and (iii) will be entitled to increase 
their federal income tax basis in their shares by an amount equal to the excess of the amounts of undistributed net 
capital gain included in their respective income over their respective income tax credits. 
 
For U.S. federal income tax purposes, the Fund is permitted to carry forward indefinitely a net capital loss from any 
taxable year to offset its capital gains, if any, in years following the year of the loss. To the extent subsequent capital 
gains are offset by such losses, they will not result in U.S. federal income tax liability to the Fund and may not be 
distributed as capital gains to shareholders. Generally, the Fund may not carry forward any losses other than net capital 
losses. Under certain circumstances, the Fund may elect to treat certain losses as though they were incurred on the first 
day of the taxable year immediately following the taxable year in which they were actually incurred. 
 
Distributions in excess of earnings and profits will, as to each shareholder, be treated as a tax-free return of capital to 
the extent of the shareholder’s basis in his or her Fund shares. A distribution treated as a return of capital will reduce 
the shareholder’s basis in his or her shares, which will result in an increase in the amount of gain (or a decrease in the 
amount of loss) that will be recognized by the shareholder for tax purposes on a later sale of such shares. After the 
shareholder’s basis is reduced to zero, any distributions in excess of earnings and profits will be treated as a capital gain, 
assuming the shareholder holds his or her shares as capital assets. 
 
A 3.8% Medicare contribution tax generally applies to all or a portion of the net investment income of a shareholder 
who is an individual and not a nonresident alien for federal income tax purposes and who has adjusted gross income 
(subject to certain adjustments) that exceeds a threshold amount ($250,000 if married filing jointly or if considered a 
“surviving spouse” for federal income tax purposes, $125,000 if married filing separately, and $200,000 in other cases). 
This 3.8% tax also applies to all or a portion of the undistributed net investment income of certain shareholders that 
are estates and trusts. For these purposes, interest, dividends and certain capital gains (among other categories of 
income) are generally taken into account in computing a shareholder’s net investment income. 
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Certain tax-exempt educational institutions are subject to a 1.4% tax on net investment income.  For these purposes, 
certain dividends and capital gain distributions, and certain gains from the disposition of Fund shares (among other 
categories of income), are generally taken into account in computing a shareholder’s net investment income. 
 
Distributions are generally taxable when received. However, distributions declared in October, November or December 
to shareholders of record on a date in such a month and paid the following January are taxable for federal income tax 
purposes as if received on December 31 of the calendar year in which declared. In addition, certain distributions made 
after the close of a taxable year of the Fund may be “spilled back” and treated for certain purposes as paid by the Fund 
during such taxable year. In such case, shareholders generally will be treated as having received such dividends in the 
taxable year in which the distributions were actually made. For purposes of calculating the amount of a regulated 
investment company’s undistributed income and gain subject to the 4% excise tax described above, such “spilled back” 
dividends are treated as paid by the regulated investment company when they are actually paid.  
 
A redemption of Fund shares may result in recognition of a taxable gain or loss. The gain or loss will generally be treated 
as a long-term capital gain or loss if the shares are held for more than one year, and as a short-term capital gain or loss 
if the shares are held for one year or less. Any loss realized upon a redemption or exchange of shares held for six months 
or less will be treated as a long-term capital loss to the extent of any amounts treated as distributions of long-term capital 
gains during such six-month period. Any loss realized upon a redemption may be disallowed under certain wash sale 
rules to the extent shares of the Fund or substantially identical stock or securities are purchased (through reinvestment 
of distributions or otherwise) within 30 days before or after the redemption. 
 
If a shareholder recognizes a loss with respect to the Fund’s shares of $2 million or more for an individual shareholder 
or $10 million or more for a corporate shareholder (or certain greater amounts over a combination of years), the 
shareholder must file with the Internal Revenue Service (the “IRS”) a disclosure statement on IRS Form 8886. Direct 
shareholders of portfolio securities are in many cases exempted from this reporting requirement, but under current 
guidance, shareholders of a regulated investment company are not exempted. The fact that a loss is so reportable does 
not affect the legal determination of whether the taxpayer’s treatment of the loss is proper. 
   
If the Fund invests in certain pay-in-kind securities, zero coupon securities, deferred interest securities or, in general, 
any other securities with original issue discount (or with market discount if the Fund elects to include market discount 
in income currently), the Fund must accrue income on such investments for each taxable year, which generally will be 
prior to the receipt of the corresponding cash payments. However, the Fund must distribute, at least annually, all or 
substantially all of its investment company taxable income (determined without regard to the deduction for dividends 
paid), including such accrued income to shareholders to avoid federal income and excise taxes. Therefore, the Fund 
may have to sell portfolio securities (potentially under disadvantageous circumstances) to generate cash, or may have to 
undertake leverage by borrowing cash, to satisfy these distribution requirements. Dispositions of portfolio securities 
may result in additional gains and additional distribution requirements. 
   
The Fund is required to withhold (as “backup withholding”) a portion of reportable payments, including dividends, 
capital gain distributions and the proceeds of redemptions and exchanges or repurchases of Fund shares, paid to 
shareholders who have not complied with certain IRS regulations. The backup withholding rate is 24%. In order to 
avoid this withholding requirement, shareholders, other than certain exempt entities, must certify on IRS Forms W-9 
or on certain other documents, that the Social Security Numbers or other Taxpayer Identification Numbers they provide 
are their correct numbers and that they are not currently subject to backup withholding, or that they are exempt from 
backup withholding. The Fund may nevertheless be required to backup withhold if it receives notice from the IRS or a 
broker that a number provided is incorrect or that backup withholding is applicable as a result of previous 
underreporting of interest or dividend income. 
 
Ordinary dividends and certain other payments made by the Fund to non-U.S. shareholders are generally subject to 
withholding tax at a 30% rate (or a lower rate as may be determined in accordance with any applicable treaty). In order 
to obtain a reduced rate of withholding, a non-U.S. shareholder will be required to provide an IRS Form W-8BEN or 
similar form certifying its entitlement to benefits under a treaty. The withholding tax does not apply to regular dividends 
paid to a non-U.S. shareholder who provides an IRS Form W-8ECI, certifying that the dividends are effectively 
connected with the non-U.S. shareholder’s conduct of a trade or business within the United States. Instead, the 
effectively connected dividends will be subject to regular U.S. income tax as if the non-U.S. shareholder were a U.S. 
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shareholder. A non-U.S. corporation receiving effectively connected dividends may also be subject to additional “branch 
profits tax” imposed at a rate of 30% (or a lower treaty rate). 
 
The 30% withholding tax described in the preceding paragraph generally will not apply to distributions of net capital 
gain, to redemption proceeds, or to dividends that the Fund reports as (a) interest-related dividends, to the extent such 
dividends are derived from the Fund’s “qualified net interest income,” or (b) short-term capital gain dividends, to the 
extent such dividends are derived from the Fund’s “qualified short-term gain.” “Qualified net interest income” is the 
Fund’s net income derived from U.S.-source interest and original issue discount, subject to certain exceptions and 
limitations. “Qualified short-term gain” generally means the excess of the net short-term capital gain of the Fund for 
the taxable year over its net long-term capital loss, if any. In order to qualify for an exemption from withholding, a non-
U.S. shareholder will need to comply with applicable certification requirements relating to its non-U.S. status (including, 
in general, furnishing an IRS Form W-8BEN or other applicable form). Backup withholding will not be applied to 
payments that are subject to this 30% withholding tax. 
 
Unless certain non-U.S. entities that hold Fund shares comply with IRS requirements that will generally require them 
to report information regarding U.S. persons investing in, or holding accounts with, such entities, a 30% withholding 
tax may apply to the dividends payable to such entities.  A non-U.S. shareholder may be exempt from the withholding 
described in this paragraph under an applicable intergovernmental agreement between the United States and a foreign 
government, provided that the shareholder and the applicable foreign government comply with the terms of such 
agreement. 
 
This discussion and the related discussion in the Prospectus have been prepared by management of the Fund, and 
counsel to the Trust has expressed no opinion in respect thereof. 
 
Shareholders and prospective shareholders of the Fund should consult their own tax advisors concerning the effect of 
owning shares of the Fund in light of their particular tax situations.  
 

DIVIDENDS AND DISTRIBUTIONS 
 
The Fund will receive income in the form of dividends and interest earned on its investments in securities. This income, 
less the expenses incurred in its operations, is the Fund’s net investment income, substantially all of which will be 
declared as dividends to the Fund’s shareholders. 
 
The amount of income dividend payments by the Fund is dependent upon the amount of net investment income 
received by the Fund from its portfolio holdings, is not guaranteed and is subject to the discretion of the Board. The 
Fund does not pay “interest” or guarantee any fixed rate of return on an investment in its shares. 
 
The Fund also may derive capital gains or losses in connection with sales or other dispositions of its portfolio securities. 
Any net gain the Fund may realize from transactions involving investments held for less than the period required for 
long-term capital gain or loss recognition or otherwise producing short-term capital gains and losses (taking into account 
any available carryover of capital losses), although a distribution from capital gains, will be distributed to shareholders 
with and as a part of the income dividends paid by the Fund and will generally be taxable to shareholders as ordinary 
income for federal income tax purposes. If during any year the Fund realizes a net gain on transactions involving 
investments held for more than the period required for long-term capital gain or loss recognition or otherwise producing 
long-term capital gains and losses, the Fund will have a net long-term capital gain. After deduction of the amount of 
any net short-term capital loss, the balance (to the extent not offset by any capital losses available to be carried over) 
generally will be distributed and treated as long-term capital gains in the hands of the shareholders regardless of the 
length of time the Fund’s shares may have been held by the shareholders. For more information concerning applicable 
capital gains tax rates, see your tax advisor. 
 
Any dividend or distribution paid by the Fund reduces the Fund’s NAV on the date paid by the amount of the dividend 
or distribution per share. Accordingly, a dividend or distribution paid shortly after a purchase of shares by a shareholder 
will generally be taxable, even if it effectively represents a partial return of the shareholder’s capital. 
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Dividends and other distributions will be made in the form of additional shares of the Fund unless the shareholder has 
otherwise indicated. Investors have the right to change their elections with respect to the reinvestment of dividends and 
distributions by notifying the Transfer Agent in writing, but any such change will be effective only as to dividends and 
other distributions for which the record date is seven or more business days after the Transfer Agent has received the 
written request. 
 
The Fund’s investments in partnerships, if any, including in qualified publicly traded partnerships, may result in that 
Fund being subject to state, local or foreign income, franchise or withholding tax liabilities. 
 

GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Investment Managers Series Trust is an open-end management investment company organized as a Delaware statutory 
trust under the laws of the State of Delaware on February 15, 2005. The Trust has a number of outstanding series of 
shares of beneficial interest, each of which represents interests in a separate portfolio of securities. 
 
The Trust’s Declaration of Trust permits the Trustees to create additional series of shares, to issue an unlimited number 
of full and fractional shares of beneficial interest of each series, including the Fund and to divide or combine the shares 
of any series into a greater or lesser number of shares without thereby changing the proportionate beneficial interest in 
the series. The assets belonging to a series are charged with the liabilities in respect of that series and all expenses, costs, 
charges and reserves attributable to that series only. Therefore, any creditor of any series may look only to the assets 
belonging to that series to satisfy the creditor’s debt. Any general liabilities, expenses, costs, charges or reserves of the 
Trust which are not readily identifiable as pertaining to any particular series are allocated and charged by the Trustees 
to and among the existing series in the sole discretion of the Trustees. Each share of the Fund represents an interest in 
the Fund proportionately equal to the interest of each other share. Upon the Fund’s liquidation, all shareholders would 
share pro rata in the net assets of the Fund available for distribution to shareholders. 
 
The Trust may offer more than one class of shares of any series. Each share of a series or class represents an equal 
proportionate interest in that series or class with each other share of that series or class. The Trust has reserved the right 
to create and issue additional series or classes. 
 
The shares of each series or class participate equally in the earnings, dividends and assets of the particular series or class. 
Expenses of the Trust, which are not attributable to a specific series or class, are allocated among all the series in a 
manner believed by management of the Trust to be fair and equitable. Shares issued do not have pre-emptive or 
conversion rights. Shares when issued are fully paid and non-assessable, except as set forth below. Shareholders are 
entitled to one vote for each share held. Shares of each series or class generally vote together, except when required 
under federal securities laws to vote separately on matters that only affect a particular series or class, such as the approval 
of distribution plans for a particular class. 
 
The Trust is not required to hold annual meetings of shareholders but will hold special meetings of shareholders of a 
series or class when, in the judgment of the Board, it is necessary or desirable to submit matters for a shareholder vote. 
Shareholders have, under certain circumstances, the right to communicate with other shareholders in connection with 
requesting a meeting of shareholders for the purpose of removing one or more Trustees. Shareholders also have, in 
certain circumstances, the right to remove one or more Trustees without a meeting. No material amendment may be 
made to the Trust’s Declaration of Trust without the affirmative vote of the holders of a majority of the outstanding 
shares of each portfolio affected by the amendment. 
 
The Trust’s Declaration of Trust provides that, at any meeting of shareholders of the Trust or of any series or class, a 
shareholder servicing agent may vote any shares as to which such shareholder servicing agent is the agent of record for 
shareholders who are not represented in person or by proxy at the meeting, proportionately in accordance with the 
votes cast by holders of all shares of that portfolio otherwise represented at the meeting in person or by proxy as to 
which such shareholder servicing agent is the agent of record. 
 
Any shares so voted by a shareholder servicing agent will be deemed represented at the meeting for purposes of quorum 
requirements. Any series or class may be terminated (i) upon the merger or consolidation with, or the sale or disposition 
of all or substantially all of its assets to, another entity, if approved by the vote of the holders of two-thirds of its 
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outstanding shares, except that if the Board recommends such merger, consolidation or sale or disposition of assets, 
the approval by vote of the holders of a majority of the series’ or class’ outstanding shares will be sufficient, or (ii) by 
the vote of the holders of a majority of its outstanding shares, or (iii) by the Board by written notice to the series’ or 
class’ shareholders. Unless each series and class is so terminated, the Trust will continue indefinitely. 
 
Shareholders may send communications to the Board. Shareholders should send communications intended for the 
Board by addressing the communications to the Board, in care of the Secretary of the Trust and sending the 
communication to 2220 E. Route 66, Suite 226, Glendora, California 91740. A shareholder communication must (i) be 
in writing and be signed by the shareholder, (ii) provide contact information for the shareholder, (iii) identify the Fund 
to which it relates, and (iv) identify the class and number of shares held by the shareholder. The Secretary of the Trust 
may, in good faith, determine that a shareholder communication should not be provided to the Board because it does 
not reasonably relate to the Trust or its operations, management, activities, policies, service providers, Board, officers, 
shareholders or other matters relating to an investment in the Fund or is otherwise immaterial in nature. Other 
shareholder communications received by the Fund not directly addressed and sent to the Board will be reviewed and 
generally responded to by management, and will be forwarded to the Board only at management's discretion based on 
the matters contained therein. 
 
The Declaration of Trust provides that no Trustee or officer of the Trust shall be subject to any personal liability in 
connection with the assets or affairs of the Trust or any of its series except for losses in connection with his or her 
willful misfeasance, bad faith, gross negligence or reckless disregard of his or her duties. The Trust has also entered into 
an indemnification agreement with each Trustee which provides that the Trust shall advance expenses and indemnify 
and hold harmless the Trustee in certain circumstances against any expenses incurred by the Trustee in any proceeding 
arising out of or in connection with the Trustee's service to the Trust, to the maximum extent permitted by the Delaware 
Statutory Trust Act, the 1933 Act and the 1940 Act, and which provides for certain procedures in connection with such 
advancement of expenses and indemnification. 
 
The Trust’s Declaration of Trust also provides that the Trust shall maintain appropriate insurance (for example, fidelity 
bonding and errors and omissions insurance) for the protection of the Trust, its shareholders, Trustees, officers, 
employees and agents covering possible tort and other liabilities. 
 
The Declaration of Trust does not require the issuance of stock certificates. If stock certificates are issued, they must 
be returned by the registered owners prior to the transfer or redemption of shares represented by such certificates. 
 
Rule 18f-2 under the 1940 Act provides that as to any investment company which has two or more series outstanding 
and as to any matter required to be submitted to shareholder vote, such matter is not deemed to have been effectively 
acted upon unless approved by the holders of a “majority” (as defined in the rule) of the voting securities of each series 
affected by the matter. Such separate voting requirements do not apply to the election of Trustees or the ratification of 
the selection of accountants. The Rule contains special provisions for cases in which an advisory contract is approved 
by one or more, but not all, series. A change in investment policy may go into effect as to one or more series whose 
holders so approve the change even though the required vote is not obtained as to the holders of other affected series. 
 
The Trust and the Advisor have adopted Codes of Ethics under Rule 17j-1 of the 1940 Act. These codes of ethics 
permit, subject to certain conditions, personnel of each of those entities to invest in securities that may be purchased or 
held by the Fund. 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 
Incorporated by reference herein is the Fund’s Annual Report to shareholders for the fiscal year ended May 31, 2022, 
which includes the “Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm”, “Schedule of Investments”, 
“Statement of Assets and Liabilities”, “Statement of Operations”, “Statements of Changes in Net Assets”, “Financial 
Highlights” and “Notes to Financial Statements”. A copy of the Fund’s Annual Report can be obtained at no charge by 
calling 1-877-998-9880 or writing the Fund. 
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APPENDIX “A” 
DESCRIPTION OF SECURITIES RATINGS 

 
Description of certain short-term ratings assigned by Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (“S&P”) and Moody’s 
Investors Service (“Moody’s”): 
 
S&P 
 
A-1 - A short-term obligation rated ‘A-1’ is rated in the highest category by S&P. The obligor’s capacity to meet its 
financial commitment on the obligation is strong. Within this category, certain obligations are given a plus sign (+) 
designation. This indicates that the obligor’s capacity to meet its financial commitment on these obligations is extremely 
strong. 
 
A-2 - A short-term obligation rated ‘A-2’ is somewhat more susceptible to the adverse effects of changes in 
circumstances and economic conditions than obligations in higher rating categories. However, the obligor’s capacity to 
meet its financial commitment on the obligation is satisfactory. 
 
Moody’s 
 
Prime rating system (short-term) 
Issuers rated Prime-1 (or supporting institutions) have a superior ability for repayment of senior short-term debt 
obligations. Prime-1 repayment ability will often be evidenced by (a) leading market positions in well-established 
industries, (b) high rates of return on funds employed, (c) conservative capitalization structure with moderate reliance 
on debt and ample asset protection, (d) broad margins in earnings coverage of fixed financial charges and high internal 
cash generation, and (e) well-established access to a range of financial markets and assured sources of alternate liquidity. 
 
Issuers rated Prime-2 (or supporting institutions) have a strong ability for repayment of senior short-term debt 
obligations. This will normally be evidenced by many of the characteristics cited above but to a lesser degree. Earnings 
trends and coverage ratios, while sound, may be more subject to variation. Capitalization characteristics, while still 
appropriate, may be more affected by external conditions. Ample alternate liquidity is maintained. 
 
Issuers rated Prime-3 (or supporting institutions) have an acceptable ability for repayment of senior short-term 
obligations. The effect of industry characteristics and market compositions may be more pronounced. Variability in 
earnings and profitability may result in changes in the level of debt protection measurements and may require relatively 
high financial leverage. Adequate alternate liquidity is maintained. 
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APPENDIX “B” 
ADVISOR’S AND TRUST’S PROXY POLICIES AND GUIDELINES 

 
 

 
Bernzott Capital Advisors 

Policies and Procedures Manual 
December 31, 2020 

 
 

Proxy Voting 
 
Policy 
Bernzott Capital Advisors, as a matter of policy and as a fiduciary to our clients, has responsibility for voting proxies 
for portfolio securities and Bernzott Capital Advisors US Small Cap Value Fund (the Fund) consistent with the best 
economic interests of the clients. Our firm maintains written policies and procedures as to the handling, research, voting 
and reporting of proxy voting and makes appropriate disclosures about our firm’s proxy policies and practices. Our 
policies and procedures include the responsibility to monitor corporate actions, receive and vote client and Fund proxies 
and disclose any potential conflicts of interest as well as making information available to clients about the voting of 
proxies for their portfolio securities and maintaining relevant and required records. 
 
Background 
Proxy voting is an important right of shareholders and reasonable care and diligence must be undertaken to ensure that 
such rights are properly and timely exercised. 
 
Investment advisers registered with the SEC, and which exercise voting authority with respect to client securities, are 
required by Rule 206(4)-6 of the Advisers Act to (a) adopt and implement written policies and procedures that are 
reasonably designed to ensure that client securities are voted in the best interests of clients, which must include how an 
adviser addresses material conflicts that may arise between an adviser's interests and those of its clients; (b) to disclose 
to clients how they may obtain information from the adviser with respect to the voting of proxies for their securities; 
(c) to describe to clients a summary of its proxy voting policies and procedures and, upon request, furnish a copy to its 
clients; and (d) maintain certain records relating to the adviser's proxy voting activities when the adviser does have proxy 
voting authority. 
 
Staff Legal Bulletin No. 20 was jointly published by the SEC's Division of Investment Management and Division of 
Corporation Finance on June 30, 2014. The Division of Investment Management provided guidance about investment 
advisers' responsibilities in voting client proxies and retaining proxy advisory firms, while the Division of Corporation 
Finance addressed the availability and requirements of two exemptions to the federal proxy rules that are often relied 
upon by proxy advisory firms. 
 
Responsibility 
The CCO and Proxy Officer, has the overall responsibility for the implementation and monitoring of our proxy voting 
policy, practices, disclosures and record keeping, including outlining our voting guidelines in our procedures. Madeline 
Silvestro is the Assistant Proxy Officer. 
 
Procedure 
Bernzott Capital Advisors has adopted procedures to implement the firm’s policy and conducts reviews to monitor and 
ensure the firm’s policy is observed, implemented properly and amended or updated, as appropriate, which include the 
following: 
 
Voting Procedures 
 

● All employees will forward any proxy materials received on behalf of clients to Madeline Silvestro, the 
Assistant Proxy Officer (APO); 
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● The APO will determine which client accounts hold the security to which the proxy relates. 
● All proxy materials will be passed to the Founder, who will determine how Bernzott Capital Advisors should 

vote the proxy in accordance with applicable voting guidelines. 
● Once it is Determined how each proxy will be voted that information is passed to the APO for her to enter 

the vote in the ProxyEdge system. All votes must be cast in a timely and appropriate manner. 
 
Disclosure 
If Bernzott Capital determines that a conflict of interest exists with respect to voting proxies on behalf of a client, we 
will contact the client and disclose the potential conflict. The client can then make the determination on how they would 
like to proceed or determine how they would like the proxy to be voted. Bernzott Capital will maintain a record relating 
to this process. 
 
Bernzott Capital Advisors provides the required disclosures in response to Item 17 of Form ADV Part 2A summarizing 
our proxy voting policy and procedures, including a statement that clients may request information regarding how 
Bernzott Capital Advisors voted a client’s proxies, and that clients may request a copy of the firm's proxy policies and 
procedures. All clients have received our amended Form ADV Part 2. 
 
Client Requests for Information 
All client requests for information regarding proxy votes, or policies and procedures, received by any employee should 
be forwarded to the CCO. 
 
In response to any request, the CCO, will prepare a written response to the client with the information requested, and 
as applicable will include the name of the issuer, the proposal voted upon, and how Bernzott Capital Advisors voted 
the client’s proxy with respect to each proposal about which client inquired. 
 
Voting Guidelines 
In the absence of specific voting guidelines from the client, Bernzott Capital Advisors will vote proxies in the best 
interests of each particular client. Bernzott Capital Advisors' policy is to vote all proxies from a specific issuer the same 
way for each client absent qualifying restrictions from a client. Clients are permitted to place reasonable restrictions on 
Bernzott Capital Advisors' voting authority in the same manner that they may place such restrictions on the actual 
selection of account securities. 
 
Bernzott Capital Advisors will generally vote in favor of routine corporate housekeeping proposals such as the election 
of directors and selection of auditors absent conflicts of interest raised by an auditors non-audit services. 
 
Bernzott Capital Advisors will generally vote against proposals that cause board members to become entrenched or 
cause unequal voting rights or result in egregious compensation. 
 
We also vote against board nominees who do not have significant share ownership or do not have significant experience 
related to the business of the company or appear to be otherwise unqualified. 
 
We generally vote against shareholder -initiated proposals that appear to be driven by social concerns having little 
relevance to the business of the company. 
 
In reviewing proposals, Bernzott Capital Advisors will further consider the opinion of management and the effect on 
management, and the effect on shareholder value and the issuer’s business practices. 
 

Bernzott Capital Advisors will conduct sample testing, usually quarterly during the Operations Management, 
Compliance and Best Execution Committee meeting, to determine that votes are cast consistent with our voting 
policies and procedures; 
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Conflicts of Interest 
Bernzott Capital Advisors will identify any conflicts that exist between the interests of the adviser and the client by 
reviewing the relationship of Bernzott Capital Advisors with the issuer of each security to determine if Bernzott Capital 
Advisors or any of its employees has any financial, business or personal relationship with the issuer. 
 
If a material conflict of interest exists, the CCO will determine whether it is appropriate to disclose the conflict to the 
affected clients, to give the clients an opportunity to vote the proxies themselves, or to address the voting issue through 
other objective means such as voting in a manner consistent with a predetermined voting policy or receiving an 
independent third party voting recommendation. Bernzott Capital Advisors will maintain a record of the voting 
resolution and the informed consent forms obtained from our clients in any conflict of interest. 
 
Recordkeeping 
The CCO will ensure the following proxy records are retained in accordance with the SEC’s five-year retention 
requirement: 
 

● These policies and procedures and any amendments. 
● Each proxy statement that Bernzott Capital Advisors receives. 
● A record of each vote that Bernzott Capital Advisors casts. 
● Any document Bernzott Capital Advisors created that was material to making a decision how to vote proxies, 

or that memorializes that decision including any notes of Kevin Bernzott or others involved in the proxy 
voting decision. 

● A copy of each written request from a client for information on how Bernzott Capital Advisors voted such 
client’s proxies, and a copy of any written response. 

   
On an annual basis, Bernzott Capital Advisors will review the adequacy of our voting policies and procedures to 
ensure that they have been formulated reasonably and implemented effectively, including whether the applicable 
policies and procedures continue to be reasonably designed to ensure that the firm casts votes on behalf of our 
clients in the best interest of such clients. 
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INVESTMENT MANAGERS SERIES TRUST 
PROXY VOTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES 

 
Investment Managers Series Trust (the “Trust”) is registered as an open-end investment company under the Investment 
Company Act of 1940, as amended (“1940 Act”). The Trust offers multiple series (each a “Fund” and, collectively, the 
“Funds”). Consistent with its fiduciary duties and pursuant to Rule 30b1-4 under the 1940 Act (the “Proxy Rule”), the 
Board of Trustees of the Trust (the “Board”) has adopted this proxy voting policy on behalf of the Trust (the “Policy”) 
to reflect its commitment to ensure that proxies are voted in a manner consistent with the best interests of the Funds’ 
shareholders. 
 
Delegation of Proxy Voting Authority to Fund Advisors 
 
The Board believes that the investment advisor of each Fund (each an “Advisor” and, collectively, the “Advisors”), as 
the entity that selects the individual securities that comprise its Fund’s portfolio, is the most knowledgeable and best-
suited to make decisions on how to vote proxies of portfolio companies held by that Fund. The Trust will therefore 
defer to, and rely on, the Advisor of each Fund to make decisions on how to cast proxy votes on behalf of such Fund. 
An Advisor may delegate this responsibility to a Fund’s Sub-Advisor(s). 
 
The Trust hereby designates the Advisor of each Fund as the entity responsible for exercising proxy voting authority 
with regard to securities held in the Fund’s investment portfolio. Consistent with its duties under this Policy, each 
Advisor shall monitor and review corporate transactions of corporations in which the Fund has invested, obtain all 
information sufficient to allow an informed vote on all proxy solicitations, ensure that all proxy votes are cast in a timely 
fashion, and maintain all records required to be maintained by the Fund under the Proxy Rule and the 1940 Act. Each 
Advisor will perform these duties in accordance with the Advisor’s proxy voting policy, a copy of which will be presented 
to the Board for its review. Each Advisor will promptly provide to the Trust’s Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) 
updates to its proxy voting policy as they are adopted and implemented, and the Trust’s CCO will then report such 
updates to the Board. 
 
Availability of Proxy Voting Policy and Records Available to Fund Shareholders 
 
If a Fund or an Advisor has a website, a copy of the Advisor’s proxy voting policy and this Policy may be posted on 
such website. A copy of such policies and of each Fund’s proxy voting record shall also be made available, without 
charge, upon request of any shareholder of the Fund, by calling the applicable Fund’s toll-free telephone number as 
printed in the Fund’s prospectus. The Trust’s transfer agent will notify the Advisor of any such request of proxy voting 
procedures. The Advisor shall reply to any Fund shareholder request within three (3) business days of receipt of the 
request, by first-class mail or other means designed to ensure equally prompt delivery. 
 
Each Advisor will provide a complete annual voting record, as required by the Proxy Rule, for each series of the Trust 
for which it acts as advisor, to the Trust’s co-administrator no later than July 31st of each year. The Trust’s co-
administrator, MFAC, will file a report based on such record on Form N-PX on an annual basis with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission no later than August 31st of each year. 
 
Each Advisor is responsible for providing its current proxy voting policies and procedures and any subsequent 
amendments to the Trust’s CCO.  SEC Form N-PX is filed with respect to each Fund by MFAC (acting as filing agent), 
by no later than August 31st of each year. Each such filing details all proxies voted on behalf of the Fund for the prior 
twelve months ended June 30th.  In connection with each filing on behalf of the Fund, the Advisor’s CCO must sign 
and return to MFAC no later than July 30th a Form N-PX Certification stating that the Advisor has adopted proxy 
voting policies and procedures in compliance with the SEC’s Proxy Voting Rule. 
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